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FOREWORD
This volume contains a listing of the LOVES program. The program
is coded partially in SIMSCRIPT I. 5 and FORTRAN (CDC FTN compiler).
This version of LOVES is compatible with both the CDC 7600 and the
UNIVAC 1108 computers. The code printed herein has been compiled,
loaded, and executed successfully on the EXEC 8 system for the UNIVAC
1108 at Slidell, Louisiana. This was accomplished during the month of
October (1974).
In addition to this volume, a separate report, Operations Analysis
(Study 2. 1), User's Guide and Programmer's Guide, ATR-74(7341)-6, has
been prepared.
Study 2. 1, DORCA Applications, is one of several study tasks con-
nected under NASA Contract NASW-2575 in FY 1974. The NASA Study
Director was Mr. V. N. Huff, NASA Headquarters, Code MTE.
By agreement with Mr. Huff, the LOVES program will be delivered
directly to the NASA Computing Facility.
-iii-
DEFINE 2
PI p Tr . .. .. FFTNF 3 ....
20DOWN 0 TOC DEFINE 4
+ 30UT 0 IC DEFINE 5
+ 4SHUT 0 IC DEFINE 6
. T _ T D___EEN _
6SEPS 0 IC DEFINE 8
7BLANK 0 CT DEFINE 9
+G 0 F DEFINEiO
qTTIHF II F DFFTNFil
+ iOTIMES 0 F DEFINE12
+ i IME 0 F DEFINEi3
+ 12POOWN 0 I DEFINE14
I_ f N IA Ta nFFTNFIS
S14WTSU 0 FC DEFINEI6
4 15LENSJ. 0 FC DEFINEi7
16NMD 0 1 DEFINE18
17,30 F DEFTNFi9...-
i8WAITI 0 SF .DEFINE20
19WAIT2 0 SF QEF IE2I
: . 2WSATU 0 F DEFINE22
4 w1'WATM 11 F nEFFTNF?3
4 22WMODU 0 F DEFINE24
+ 23WMODN 0 F DEFINE25
4 24TRIG 0 I OEFINE26
- STPTRI fl T FFTNF27
26TRIGS f D : EF INE28
S27EXVEN 0 .OEFINE29
28PREFT 0 F DEFINE30
ST 9F FT f F fFFTNF31
30SREFT 0 F DEFINE32
+ 31PADT 0 F DEFINE33
32DAYS 0 F DEFINE34
, ll AV n F DEFINE35
4 .34FISP 0. F DEFINE36
4 35WO 0 F DEFINE37
36WPNU 0 F DEFINE38
.7W. ONS .F DEFINE39
S38IORB 0 I DEFINE40
39NQ 0 I DEFINE41
40RA 0 F DEFINE42
+ c: / O F EFINE43
4 2R0 0 F DEFINE4~
+ 3P 0 F DEFINE45
+ 4 4RTFL; 0 , DEFINE46
. ..... ""P At EMN l F FFTNE47
46FLYT 0 F DEFINE48
47WAIT3 0 SF DEFINE49
48NEXIT 0 I DEFINE50
_ .l._,_49_ 4, MSE P DlEEINE5 _
+N START4 N TIME1 3 F DEFINE52
S_ N PS A 31/2 T _TNF_3--
N PMOD 32/2 I DEFINE54
+N TERM 4 N TIME2 4 F DEFINE55
+N NWSAT4 N VNAME 4 I DEFINE56
__ ___ TTMFA 4 F - -FETlFZ__7
+N ARRIV4 DEFINE58
+N BACK 4 DEFINE59
+N FAIL 4 DEFINE60








+N WARN DFFTNF . .69
4T NEW 2 . T SNEWS 11/2 I SOFNEW3 0 1 NEWS L .... DEFINE71
T SCHSY 12/2 1 DEFINE7Z
TCH O fFFTMF7
+T FR 4 T SFRS 11/2 I 51FFRS 0 I FRS XSATNO L DEFINE74
+ T PFRS 12/2 I 52LFRS 0 I DEFINET5
T TIMEF 2 F DEFINE76
T IATN 31 /, T nFFT MF77
+ 1T ST : 32/ I . . fIE ":. . . l
+ T SATSY 33/41 EFW4E 9
+ T NPS :34/4 I EFi E88
.,,--. TONotS 41/? T FF TF1
+ T NOSTA 42/2 I DEFINE82
+T MESET4 T SMES 11/2 I 53FMES 0 I MES L DEFINE83
+ T MEDT 2 F DEFINES4
T PAY' n A T SIAf 11/2 T .F4inA) 0 T LoA XIQTTM I nEFFTNF
+T P OAD 12/2 ::::: EINE:::
+ rT ISAT. 23/4 1 55LLOAD 0 1 DEFINE87
+T. IHOD 21/2 I . EFINE88
STTRT 24Z4 T OFFTNFA9
T ANGLE 3 SF DEFINE90
+ T PAYWT 4 F DEFINE9i
+ T PAYLN 5 F DEFINE92
_T GT TM h6 F nFFTNF _ _
+ T LQTIM 7 F . OEFINE94
T CITEM 82/2 1 DEFINE95
: DEFINE96
5 Zy .1 nKor 0 T OFFTUF91
580ELTA 0 . F DEFINE98
59EXTU; 0 F DEFINE99
DEFINIO00
60NnRR; n T. DFFTNIOt
.... (
+ 610RBID 1 I DEFIN102
--Q- ... 2.~_____ OF F _TIJ 
____F_____630RBPD I F DEFINi04640RBRA 1 F DEFIN105S .... 650ORBVC: 1 -F DEFINI06
.. - 66n p PR T~4i.. 
___-- - FiEINIJI7 __ 
__
+ 67RQUP i I OEFIN108
+ 63RQSEP I I DEFINi09+ 69RQSUT 1 I DEFINiiO
4- 70PQIF I .INI 
_
?NL i I DEFINit2
7i3# OEFINJi3 2ANMD 1 F D i 3+ 73W I 1 SF EFINI4
7 4NM _EL -- .. T nFFTNItS5
i+T ITORB4 T S0% 11/2 I 75FORB 1 I OR3 i XTORB L DEFIN116+ T PITEM 12/2 I 76LORB 1 I DEFINI17
+ T PORB 2 I DEFINii8TTRB 3 F ED FFTNI19+ -77OVI 1. F DEFINi20
.+ ?8QRB I DEFI
____ 
.. EF IN 2 2: .i .. : :_:
+ 81FLTI4 1 F DEFINi24
+ 82ILOAD 1 I DEFIN125
83PANGL 1 SF DEFINi26489WV 1 F DEFINi32
8 :SNVEH 0 Ic DEFINiZ8
+ 870AYSV:, i F D[FVN:
+. 
. RRTSP V I F - E IM13
+ 89WV I F DEFIN132
+ 90WPNUV I F OEFINi3391WCONV I F DEFIN134?RFFT I EFINI
S.. 
. 94PAYL 1 F OEFINi37
+ ISTIDV 1. : EF1MiT3
97SOLDI 1 I DEFIN140
DEFIN141
+ IOONYEAR 0 IC DEFIN142
Il.-~UTFY I T DEFNl~1S102S UM90 1 I O EFIN144+ I NMAX90 I : I DEFINi 45





tDEF LNI4 __ _
+ 106SUM3 1i I OEFINI48107MAX39 1 I DEFIN149
108MIN39 1 I OEFINi50
S.9F....- In PFY_._ I DEFINI_____
+ 110SUM85 1 I OEFINi52
MAX86 1 T OFFTNI 3--_
+ 112MIN85 I OEFINi54
+ OEFINi55
+ 120NSHUT 0 IC OEFINI56
___ jIV U1VSH T 1 V FFiJ 5 __
+ 122ISHUT 0 I DEFINi58
+ .123MFSUT 0 1 DEFINI59
+ 124IFSUT 0 I DEFINI60
125NFSUI 0 T 1EFTNIS _
S, DEFINi62
+ 130NTUG 0 IC DEFINI63
+ :13iVTUG i t DEFINi64
1 ?TTJG 0 T nFFTN165
+ i33NTFLT 0 I OEFINI66
+ 134ITFLT 0 I DEFINi67
135MTFLT 0 I DEFINi68
.... . . Q " ...,-FFTNi 9_
+4ONSEPS C FINi70
+ 141VSEP3 1 r EFINif
1:_421 SEPS 0 1 nFrN17
+ 144IFSEP 0 1 DEFINi74
+ 145,4FSEP 0 I DEFINi75
+ DEFINi76
5+ nlO8MTTA T FFrNi 77
+ 15VWNAMiE I I DEFINi78
+ 152ALPF 1 F DEFINi79
153BETAF I F DEFINi80
+. 1 4TTFWN 4 F 9FF-81
SI155ALPW 1 F DEFIN82
156BETAW i F - DEFINiS3
157TTWMD 1 F OEFINi84
+ 15 amnnWT I F OFF TNIR
S- 159MOVO 1 F DEFI N186
1 .60?CLAS 11 I EVINi. 7
+ 16MDCNT I I DEFIN. 8
+ 163Xi21 i I OEFINi90
+ 164N121 1 I DEFINi91
+ i65NOWAR 1 I OEFINi92
16I15 I1 T OFFTNI93
+ 161 x OEFIN194
+ 1i68Ni25 1 I - DEFIN195
+ 69NOFAL I OEFIN96
I 70 s12.9 1 T A F FFINI9Q7
+ 171Xi29 1 I DEFINI98
+ 172N129 1 I DEFINi99
" -OEFIN200
. .. .. 1!n0STTI13 0 iT OFFTN~1
.: . . .
• + j + : .
18 iSNAME I OEFIN202
...... _18.SWT F TN.
183SVOL 1 F DEFIN204
i84PRIOR i I DEFIN205
+ 85INL 1 F - DEFIA 206
_r T A _ _ _ i(I,0BIT  D- flEETNP___--
S187TTSAT 1 F OEFIN20a
S188PTSAT I F OEFIN209
189EXSAT I I DEFIN21O
190NRSA T I T DFFIN2ii
+ 191NMOOS i :: OEFIN212
S92POLON 1 I :EFIN213
S193SORTE- : i : FIN2
___ A T 2 .. T +MAs ti Timn - i " T .F .. OFFTN?it
195LMDS 1 I DEFIN216
DEFIN21 7
200STST3 0 IC OEFIN218
+f7iFYNAM 1 T FFTN 19
202TTSYS : I F EF N22
204NSAT 1 I DEFIN222
+ 206LSAT I I DEFIN224
+ 207STAT 1 I DEFIN225
208NFUP I I DEFIN226
209TGOSY I F DEFIN227
- • •.210SYLF 1 F DEFINZ28
i . .. XSYLF 1 F. . DEFIN229
212NSYLF I F DEFIN230
? 713fFCSY I F nFFTN231
214HALSY 1 F DEFIN232
215TLASY I SF DEFIN233
216SDTSY I F DEFIN234
217PFRSY I F DEFIN235
S 8 . 21 X200 1 F DEFINZ36
S219N200 I F DEFIN237
ZZOONTSY 1 F ( EFIN238
??na 2 n F. DFFTN239..
222X208 1 F DEFIN240
223N208 1 F DEFIN241
DEFIN242
23 ITSAT 1 I DEFIN244
+ 2_$ITSYS i I DEFIN245
S23SSTAT 1 I OEFIN246
_ '?J~ PHAS7 1 . __- DIFIN-4!
235ATIME 1 F DEFIN248
2360TIM 1i F DEFIN249
237MARKS I I DEFIN250
.......... -___. _ -?-R K I __MARKl 1 O EFI.25_1. .
239MARK) 1 I DEFIN252
7401 F 1 F FENIN2.5.3_
+ 24ISUMSL I F OEFIN254
4- 242AXSL 1 F DEFIN255
243MINSL I F DEFIN256
244T G 1 F nFFt? T_ __.
+ 2453EGST I F EFIN258
+ 246HALST I F DEFIN259
+ 247TLAST i SF DEFIN260
__ "8O TST I f F E TFI -N6L.
249PERST 1 F DEFIN262
+ 250X216 , F DEFIN263
. 25t216 1 F DEFIN264
S1T I1 F STFF TNAS
+ 2530223 1 F DEFIN266
254X223 i F DEFIN267
+ 255N223 I F DEFIN268
156SATI 1 F FFTNMP9
- 25227 1..... F DEFIN27
258X227 F :::::::: EFIN27
+ 9N227 t F . DFIN272
+ 261NDEP 1 I DEFIN274
+T MODSY8 T SMOD 11/2 I262FMOD I I HOD I F DEFIN275
+ T NOMO0 12/2 1263LMOD 1 I OEFIN276
+ T EFAI 2 1t I f FFTM277
T NUM 23/4 1 DEFIN27&
T NRU 24/4 I DEFIN279
T MAXNU 31/4 I EFIN s0
I MINNU 32. 1: OFF r MIpA
+ T MSTAT 33/4 1 DEFIN282
+ T SUMNU 34/4 I DEFIN283
T LOADF 41/3 I DEFIN284
I T UIMI F 4? 3T I nEFFTIN79
+ T AnXLF 43/3 1 OEFIN266
+ T MINLF 11/3I OEFIN287
4 T EDO 2/3 1 QEFIN288
_____ Tf EgRN 61 ? T fF4fTNa 9
+ 270NVS 0 IC DEFIN290
271CVA 1 F DEFIN291
272TCVA i F DEFIN292
S27 C VA I F -FFTN399
S274MCVA £ F OEFIN294
,+ .275VDATE I F DEFIN295
+ 276 * I F DEFIN296
S7_X. T n r ir F F TN9?
+ 278MT0 1 F OEFIN298
+ DEFIN299
+ 280CTUG i F DEFIN300
.. .... . .281WTIG I I F DFFTN3n i
282CSHUT 1 F DEFIN302
P83WSHIT F nFFTN3L3 .. __
284CSEP3 i F DEFIN304
+ 285WSEPS I F DEFIN305
EVENTS EVENTS 2
___. ER_ - -_____F _ EVENTSi _ ___ -
BEGIN (1) EVENTS 4
t15 ENDOGENOUS EVENTS 5
START EVENTS 6
TFPM EVFNTS 7














SUBROUTINE ADMOD (IS,I.) ADMOD 2
.,ADHOD 3
C THIS ROUTINE CREATES THE FAILURE AND WARNING OF A MOOULE A0O0 4
C ADMOD 5
LET EDOIN) = 0 ADMOD 6
IF T t4SATEITM) 2 A ftI 70__
IF TIME GT TIMES, RETURN ADMOD 8
LET I = NOMODIIM) ADMOD 9
CALL WEIBUL(ALPW(I),rBETAW(I),TWALPF(Il),BETAF(I),TF) ADMOD 10
C ADMOD 1i
C CAUSE WARNINGS ADMOD 12
LET IEW E WARN(IM) ADWOD 14
.T___ _ TF . F fl, GOf TO 2 A4 : :  1:
IF TIMEF(IEW) NE O., CANCEL WARN CALLED IEW ADMOD 16
DESTROY WARN CALLEO IEW ADMOD 17
2 LET IEW = 0 ADMOD 18
TF TW Fl . O TO A DM
LET TX = TT MOD(L)WIOU i ADMOD 20
IF TW GT TX E TW = TX ADMOD 21
IF TIME + TA T TGO(I-S), GO TO 5 ADMOD 22
S___ CRET. WAR N A[LE "EW M 0 a oo 3
LET PSAT(IEW) = IS ADMOD 24
LET PMOD(IEW) = IM ADMOD 25
LET TIMEA(IEW) = ATIME(IS) ADMOD 26
AUS. OIN CALL D IE LAT TIME + I _ADOD 27
C AODMOD 2
C- CI JSE FATI FS ALjLQI 29__1
C ADMOD 30
5 LET EWARN(IM) = IEW AO400 31
LET IEF = EFAIL(IM) ADMOD 32
GF TF IT TTFMDfi., IFLT T= TTFMIT. __ AnMNn T 3
IF IEF EQ 0, GO TO 6 ADMOD 34
IF TIMEF(IEF) NE 0., CANCEL FAIL CALLED IEF ADOOD 35
DESTROY FAIL CALLED IEF AODOD 36
6 I FT TFF = 0 ADMn o- 3_
IF TF EQ 0., GO TO :.0 ADMOD 38
IF TIME + TF GT TGO(IS), GO T AGMOD 39
CREATE FAIL CALLED IEF AMOO 40
1: PSAT IEFI = TI;:  Afti: 1
LET PMOD(IEF) = In ADMOD 42
LET TIMEAIIEF) = ATIMEIS) ADM0O 43
CAUSE FAIL CALLED IEF AT TIME + TF ADMOD 44
10 LET I FAT I (TM) = TFF AQmnoL 5
RETURN . nADO tO
END A4Qo0 4?
E*-40GENOUS EVENT ARRIV ARP ,
C THIS IS THE ARRIVAL OF A SATELLITE IN ORBIT AFTER TIME OF FLIGHT. ARRIV 4
C ARRIV •5
C NOW ACTIVATE NEW SATELLITES ARRIV 6
ARTV 7
, ARI ARRTV .9
::.:.: ATTEMPT TO REACTIVATE SATELLITES VITN L ..... :ARR i IV 8
LET IS PSATARIV IV
AF T T PMOD'1R TV1 APQV ,1
DESTROY ARRIV ARRIV 12
IF IM NE 0 GO TO 100 ARRIV 13
LET JST = ITSAT(TS) ARRIV 14
I FT .IY = TTSYSITS) ARRTV f5
LET NOEP (IS) NDEP(IS) I+ ARRIV 16
LET NPOS(IS NPOS IS) + :1:.ARRIV 7
IF BEGST(IS) EQ 0., LET sEGST:IS) = TIE A.....:RRIV 18
TI TLAAT (TSI -'E .., I FT TIArTS:IS = iT:TMF: ARIU
IF BEGSY(JSY) EQ 0., LET BEGSY(JSY) = TIME * ARRIV 20
IF TLASY(JSY) EQ 0., LET TLASY(JSY) = -TIME ARRIV 21
CALL STATUS(IS,0,2) ARRIV 22
IFT ATTM;EiTS) = TTMF ARRTV 23
LET IME(SI TIME ARRIV 24
IF TGOSY(JSY) EQ 0., LET TGOSY( JSY = TIME - ARRIV 25
* TTSYS(JSY) ARRIV 26
T T.XniSvY fT "T4,R 1 FT Tt V.SY Y= YTTFS . ARtry 77
LET TGO(IS) = TIME + TTSAT(JST) ARRIV 28
IF TGO(IS) GT TGOSY(JSY)I LET TGO(IS) = ARRIV 29
* TGOSY(JSY) ARRIV 30
.Ati AaM SnTS.MWflYI. FOR All HMOSY TN Mnfl l T I ARRIV 31
LET IPOL = POLDN(JST) ARRIV 32
IF TPOl FQ 0.-. GO TO 2 00 ARRTV 3 _
LET T = TIME + TTSAT(JSTI + WAITi ARRIV 34
CALL SAVER(TIS) ARRIV 35
ARRIV 36
- C "SFlJF RATF-i TTF FVFNT t(ATlI AT TFRMTNAT TN TTHF ARRTV 3_ _____
C ARRIV 38
200 IF HARKS(IS) EQ 0 GO TO I ARRIV 39
CANCEL SATON CALLED MARKS(IS) ARRIV 40
D.FESTROY SATnN CAl FPn MARKT .IT. ARRIV 41
LET MARKSILS) = 0: ARRIV 42
I LET T = TIME-+ TTSAT(JST) ARRIV 43
IF SORTE(ITSA..(IS)) NE i.,p RETURN ARRIV 44
IF I T T SJt IFT T TAIT ) I = ARRV dR 4
IF T LT TIME, RETURN ARRIV 46
GREATE-SATDN CALLED MARKS(IS) ARRIV 47
LET PSAT(MARKS(IS)) = IS ARRIV 48
PCAIRF RATnN CAII FD MARKS(IT~I AT T ARRIV 49
RETURN ARRIV 5:
ARRIV Si
C SINGLE MODULE IS REPLACEO IN ORBIT ARRIV 52
ARIV 53
O00 IF SSTAT(IS) EQ OUT, RETURN ARRIV 54
CILL AOMOD(IS,IM) ARRIV 55
SGLL STATUS(ISIM,2) ARRIV 56
I FT HflNTINMflI(TM) = MDCTINO(NMBDITHi + 1 ARRTIV 57
ENDOGENOUS EVENT BACK BACK 2BACK 3
C WHEN THIS EVENT OCCURS, THE SATELLITE IS REMOVED FROM ORBIT BACK 4
C BACK 5
CALL STATUS(PSAT(BACK),0,6) BACK 6
nFSTROY RArK BACK 7
RETURN BACK 8
Ek BACK 9
XOGENOUS EVENT BEGIN BEGIN 2
.... ......VF .... . ...... .. BF:i:  G IN 3
READ TIMEB,TIMES BEGIN 4
FORMAT(2M5.2.2) BEGIN 5
CREATE START BEGIN 6
CAUF START AT I. BEGIN 7
..CALL LOAT 13EGIN 8
C BEGIN 9
C INITIALIZATION BEGIN fO
LET TREFT = TREFT/360. BEGIN 12
LET SREFT = SRECT/360. BEGIN 13
LET PREFT = PREFT/360. BEGIN 14
......  . FT WAIT 3 = WAIT3/3F6 . _B. I __. E5
LET PADT = PADT /360. BEGIN 16
LET WATTI = WATT1/3 . RFGT 17
LET WAIT2 = WAIT2/360 BEGIN 18
LET WSATU = WSATU/360* BEGIN 19
LET .WSATN = WSATN/360. BEGIN 20
1ET WOMn = wManWTOU/360 RFgTGN 71
LET WMODN = WMODN/360* BEGIN 22
LET NTFLT = 1000 BEGIN 23
LET NFSEP = 1000 BEGIN 24
I FT NFIlT = 1000 FTM 2
LET IN3 9 (I) =1000, FOR. I=l) (NEAR) 'BEGIN 26LET MIN86(I) 1000, FOR I=i)(NYEAR) BEGIN 27
LET HIN90 I:: 000i, FOR: if) )(NYEAR . BEGIN 28
IFT M T Lt fl r4400 . R I I .fRY RAI_ RFGTM ?Q- "
LET N227(I) = 1000, FOR I=(i)(SYORB) BEGIN 30
LET N208(I) = 1000., FOR I=tI)(STST3) BEGIN 31
LET N200(I) = 1000., FOR I=(t)ISTSTB) BEGIN 32
FLT N223IT) = 1f00 . FOR T:(Itf RA.. RFGTN Thst ORA-)3
LET: N2, ) 1000., )(SYOR BEGIN 34
LET N i21 ) =1000, FOR ."=IITAB) . EGIN 35
LET Ni25tIJ = 1000, VOR I ) (xMITAB) BEGIN 36
LET MTD(I) = 1000.,FOR I=(1)(3) BEGIN 38
LET MCVA(I) = 1000., FOR I=(1)(3) BEGIN 39
RETURN BEGIN 40
END ..- rN 41
S tBROUTINE CSPAY CSPAY Z
C 'GOPUTE LAUNIH SiA.TISTICS FORI PAYL0ADS AY 4
LET B = 0, CSPAY 6
DO TO 11, FOR I=(1)i(NL(IORB)) CSPAY 7
LET 3 = 8 + PAYWT(ILOAO(I)) CSPAY 8
IF THMO(ITIA1T)I Q fl GO .TOII r. I IAY y
LET 'NX =..INMOOD(IL OAOfI) PAY 180
LET NUM(NX) NU(NX") +I: CSPAY 11
ii LOOP OAY 12
LET SU = (NM0+NINSU-1)/NINSU CSPAY 14
IF SU EQ 0., GO TO 13 CSPAY 15
LET X SU'WTSU/ANMD(IORB) CSPAY 16
I ET R 8 R - rI8 ' TS l WAY
.0 TO , F itO : :R I= i) tN IOR):-' CSPAY 1
IF .IMOD(ILOATI):.. NE O, LET (PAYWt(LOADtl ) P AYWT(ILOA.I.+ X CSPAY 19
LOOP CSPAY 20
_ 3 .T 1, FOR J=I4 _l: ::.: .:;AIpI AY 2
LET NX = ISAT(ILOAD(J)) CSPAY 22
LET NY IMOD(ILOAD(J) CSPAY 23
LET LFSAT(NX) = LFSAT(NX) + PAYWT(ILOAD(J))/B CSPAY 24
IF NY EQ n. EIT SATIFINX) = SATIfNi)+ PAYWTITI lADII/IB/ C 2P .5_2.
IF NY EQ 0, GO TO .14 CSPAY 26
-LFT . = I nnlPAYWTI TLOAlntII)/R + _5 CSPAYZ__ 77_
LET LOADF(NY) = LOADF(NY) + .M CSPAY 28
14 LOOP GSPAY 29
RETURN ..... CSPAY 30
EN D CSP A Y__
SUBROUTINE DROPQ(JIO) DROPQ 2
C DROPQ 3
C DROP PAYLOAD J FROM LO D QUEUE ORBfIO) DROPQ 4
SDROPQ - _.
DO TOB 5, FOR ALL ITORB IN ORB(IO) DROPQ 6
IF PITEM(ITORB) NE J, &O TO 5 . OROPQ 7
REMOVE J FROM LOAD OROPQ 8
OFTRGY PAYI0 CAtI Fn O fROPQ q
REMOVE ITORS FROM ORB(IO) OROPQ 10
DESTROY ITORS DROPQ it
RETURN DROPQ 12
RETURN Q 14
ENDOGENOUS EVENT FAIL FAL 2
C FAT 3
C THIS ROUTINE WILL MARK OUTAGE OF A SATELLITE AND NOTE WHICH MODULEFAIL 4
C FAIL 5
C IS OUT (MAYBE MORE THAN ONE),. FAIL 6
FATL 7
LET IS = PSAT (FAIL) FAIL 8
LET IM =PMOD (FAIL) FAIL 9
LET T TIMEA(FAIL) FAIL 10
.. flFlTRdlY FATI FAIL 1
LET EFAIL(IM) = 0 FAIL 12
C FAIL 13
C BLOCK FAILURE EVENT (FOR LAUNCH) IF MODULE IS NOT REPLACEABLE FAIL 14
IF SSTT(IS) EQ OUT RETURN . FAL 6
CALL STATUS(ISIM,3) F AIL 18
IFT Nl (NOftfOTMI) := NOFAIf NtNDtl IT 1tI I FAIL 19
IF SSTAT(IS) EQ OUT, RETURN FAIL 20
LET OELAY = WHODN FAIL 21
C FAIL 22
a _ r.L) FVFNT AFTFR TTtMFS FAIL 2
C FAIL 24
IF EWARNIM) NE 0 RETURN FAIL 25
IF TIME + DELAY GT. TGO(IS), ETUN FAIL 26
.. _LL HTP ITf, I ..4 EAL
CALL REDUN(ISIM) FAIL 28
IF DELTA GT 0., RETURN FAIL 29
CREATE LAUNC FAIL 30
- PLLI.2SAT At.ILAJNC .= S .. AIL .3_1___
LET PMOO(LAUNC) = IM FAIL 32AUS- I -NO -AT TTM, + nEL AY 
_ FT _33._
RETURN FAIL 34END FAIL 35
SUBROUTINE FILEO FILED 2
.. FTL F.0 _
C OUTPUT SATFLLITE STATUS SUMMARY REPORT FILED 4
C FILED 5
LET TRIG2 = I FILEO 6WRITE ON 6 FtL FQ .. ___
FORMAT ( i*) FILEO 8
DO TO 5, FOR ALL FR IN FRS FILED 9
LET TIME = TIMEF(FR) FILEO 10
I EFT IS = SATNOIFFP) FEI FO i_
LET I = SATSY(FR) FILEO 12
LET NPOS(IS) = NPSIFR) FILEO 13
IF I EQ it LET K = UP FILEDO 14
IFT I Er 2, IFT K = nowNFTFO_ _
IF I EQ 3 LET K:.= OU T FILEO 16
LET STAT(ITSYS(tIS) K FILEO 17
LET I = 'ST(FR) FILED 17
TO T F, jrr IT K = I L 18
IF I EQ 2, LET K = DOWN FILEO 20
IF I EQ 3, LET K = OUT FILEO 21
LET SSTAT(IS) = K FILEO 22
N IF INOW NfTR, . PTtF ON S T rEnr FII F_
FORMAT( GH:RONOLOGICAL PIME HISTORY OF SATELLITE PD ITIT IFILEO 26I. ORBIT*/S5,'TIME SYSTEM STATUS SATELLITE STATUS FILEO 25
* .OOUfE STATUS) ;FILEO 26
FT NOW = TS F Fa 27
CALL STATUS (IS,MOONOFR),NOSrA(FR)) FILEO 28
C FILEO 29
C RELEASE MEMORY FILEO 30
REMOVE FR FROM FRS F. .F. 32
DESTROY FR FILE 335 LOOP FILEO 34
IET TT=G? : - E": lO
RETURN FILEO 36
VINOW 0 FILEO 37
END FILEO 38SU_ ROT-I -NE FT IES(IST TM, IT FILES 3
C FILES 3
G FILE SATELLITE SUMMARY IN FR FILES 4
C FILES 5
_ __ RA.TEfR FTIE- FS 6
LET TIMEF(FR) = TIME FILES 7LET SATNO(FR) = IS FILES 8
LET I = STAT(ITSYS(IS)) FILES 9
PIE._. I EP FT K = 1 FILS1 __
IF I EQ 3OWN, LET K = 2 FILES 11
SIF T FQ nllT, I FT K -= F LES1 2_
LET SATSY(FR) = K FILES 13
LET I = SSTAT(IS) FILES 14
IF I E.UP. LET K i FILES 15
T. I Eq n m UNI T lK FTLFS 16
IF I EQ OUT, LET K = 3 FILES 17
LET ST(FR) = K FILES 18
LET MODNO(FR) = IM FILES 19
LET NOSTAfFR) = TST FILFS 20
LET NPS(FR) NPOS(IS) FILES 21
FILE FR IN FRS FILES 22
RETURN FILES 23
END T : ES _3
SUBROUTINE GETV(IGO) GETV 2
C GETV 3
C FIND NECESSARY VEHICLES GETV 4
r GFTV 5
LET ITUG 0 GETV 6
LET ISEPS = 0 GETV 7
LET IGO = 0 GETV 8
I FT TRHIT = 0 GTV 9
00 JO 5, FOR I=(i)(NSHUT) GETV 10
IF VSHUT(I) GT 0, LET ISHUT = I GETV 11
5 LOOP GETV 12
TF TSHiUT FQ no GO TO 20 GETV 13
IF RQUPIORB) EQ Gs RETURN GETV 14
IE VTUG(I) GT U., LET ITUG - ,GETV 16
in LtanP GFTV t7
IF ITUG EQO. GO TO 25 GETV 18
IF RQSEP(IORB) EQ 0, RETURN GETV 19
00 TO 15, FOR I=(1)(NSEPS) GETV 20
TF VSFPS(I) GT . FLET TSFPS = IT GETV 21
15 LOOP GETV 22
IF ISEPS EQ 0, GO TO 30 GETV 23
RETURN GETV 24
Sfl I~T T A I. GETV 25
RETURN GETV 26
25 LET IGO = 2 GETV 27
RETURN GETV 28
3 IFiLT TGO._= 3 GETV 29
RETURN GETV 30
END GETV 31
SUBROUTINE ISSUE ISSUE 2
....... ____ F. _ _.__.. 3 '1
C SET LAUNGH AND FLIGHT SEQUENCE EVENTS ISSUE 4
C ISSUE 5
00 TO 5, FOR I=(1)(3) ISSUE 6IE- .AIT ...... __.__ G TO ....... . ISSUE7_
LET VDATE(I) = VDATE(I) + TIE ISSUE 8
TF VDATEIT) IT 0 Gn TO 5 T SSUI. F 9
LET VTDI) = VTrd(i) + VDATE(I) ISSUE 10
IF VDATE(I) GT XTD(I), LET XTDII) = VDATE(I) ISSUE 11
IF VOATE(I) LT MTO(I), LET #0D(I) = VDATE(I) ISSUE 12
___ET VOATE(-I- n- T_ 1 3
5 LooP ISSUE 14
LET FLYT = ORBTM(IOR8) ISSUE 15
LET ILOAD(i) = PQUE(IORB) ISSUE 16
LET NQ = NL(IOPTR) TSIUF 17
LET ILOAD(Jli) = CITE(IILOAD(J)), FOR J=I)(NQ-1) ISSUE 18
LET NHO4 ANNI (IORB) ISSUE 19
LET SU (N4MD+NINSU- i1NINSU ISSUE 20
'ET WGH = SIU*WT51" ItilF 71
LET WLEN = SU*LENSU ISSUE 22
00 TO 10, FOR I=(i)(NQ) ISSUE 23
IF IRT(ILOA(I)) NE C, GO TO 10 ISSUE 24
LET WElc = wGH PAYWTITIOADf(IT) TSI-ilF 25
LET WLEN =WLEN + PAYLNILOAO(I)) ISSUE 26
10- LOOP ISSUE 27
IF TRIG EQ 0, WRITE ON 6,ISHUTITUG,ISEPSWGHMLE . . ISSUE 28
F_ OAIAT VS ,- itIMN NOW -- n M3f4T 11G un s# F, t q-
* .o*,I+ WEIGHT = *,069, LENGTH = *106.1 ------------) ISSUE 30
IF TIME GT TIMEB, CALL CSPAY ISSUE 31
00D TO 17, FOR J=(i)(NL(IORB)) ISSUE 32
lET MY = ISATITinADEifl)7 TqtIF 33
LET NM IMD.. ILOAO(J) ....) ISSUE 34
IF SORTEAlTSAT(NX)) NE 0., LET FLYT = SORTE(ITSATtNXI) ISSUE 35
IF IRT(tLOAD(J)) NE 0, GO TO 16 .,-ISSUE 36
CREATE ARRIV ISSUE 38
LET PSAT(ARRIV) = ISAT(ILOAO(J) ISSUE 39
LET PMOO(ARRIV) = IMOD(ILOAO(J)) ISSUE 40
C AI JS a 'r AT TTMF i PADT + GnTMTInant.II) T 141F li
IF SORTECITSAT(NX)) EQ 0., GO TO 15 ISSUE 42
LET GOTM(ILOAD(J)) SORTECITSAT(NX) ISSUE 43
16 IF ORTE(ITSAT() NE 0., GO TO 160 . t SUE 44
LET PSATIBACK) = NX ISSUE 46
CAUSE BACK AT TIME + PAOT + FLYT ISSUE 47
160 CREATE REMOV ISSUE 48
aI F S IAT(IREMOVI - NY ISSUE 49
CAUSE REMOV AT TIME + PAT + FLYT - 6./8640. ISSUE 50
15 CALL OROPQ(I LOAD(J),IORB) ISSUE 51
17 LOOP ISSUE 52
_REA_ _ TE REFV TSSUE1IF
LET VNAME(REFVE) = SHUT ISSUE 54
LET PNOO(REFVE) = ISHUT ISSUE 55
CAUSE REFVE AT TIME + PAOT + SREFT + FLYT ISSUE 56
____ I FT VHITI!THUTi = n SSUJ E__.5
LET I = TIME - TIME3 + 1. ISSUE 58
IF I IE 0 GO TO 0 TSSF _5 9
LET SUTFYiI) = SUTFY(I) + 1 ISSUE 60
IF ITUG NE 0, GO TO 20 ISSUE 61
LET. CSHUI4OR81 =.CSHUT(IOR9) + . ISSUE 62
IET rWSH UTT 0fPL WSHIIT(TOt) + -GH T iSUF k-_ _
20 IF ITUG EQ 0, GO TO 18 ISSUE 63
CREATE REFVE ISSUE 65
LET VNAME(REFVE) = TUG ISSUE 66
IET PMfln(RFFVF) = TTUIG SS I 67
CAUSE REFVE AT TIME + PADT.I+ TREFT + FLT ISSUE 68
LET VTUG(ITUG) = 0 ISSUE 69
IF I LE 0, GO TO 18 ISSUE 70
(FT TIIGFYITI = TtlrFYIT) + I TS.UF T_
IF ISEPS NE 0, GO TO 18 ISSUE 72
LET EXVEH = EXORB(IORB) ISSUE 73
LET EXORB(IORB) = 0 ISSUE 74JF FXVFH FQ 0. jFT FXVEH = FXPVIRQUPTOR)) ISSUE 75
IF EXVER HE 0 LET EXTUG = E TUG + 1. ISSUE 76
LET TJ UGIORB = WTUG(IORB) + WG :: ISSUE T
LET CTUGIOR1 = CTUGIO8-) + It ISSUE 78
.. :,I F T FPS F a .O. TiO T -SSUE 9
CREATE REFVE ISSUE 80
LET VNAME(REFVE) = SEPS ISSUE 81
LET PMOD(REFVE) = ISEPS ISSUE 82
AII'sF RFFVF AT TTMF + PADT 4 PREFT + FlYT ISSUE T
LET VSEPS(IPS S) = 0 SSUE 84
LET M SEP =_0 ISSUE 85
SET PFY4I)= SEPFY(I) +1 ISSUE 86
IFr CSFPITPR)R FPT9 + t IFPTR UF 87i
LET WSEPS(IORB) = SEPS+ WGH ISSUE 88
19 IF TRIG EQ 0, WRITE ON 6 ISSUE 89
FORMATS5,--------------------------------------------------------- ISSUE 90
------------------------------ SSE 91
LET NL(IORBW 0 TS UE 92
RETURN . . ISSUE 93
tEND ISSUE 94
FNOFWI FVFNT L415N0 1C2___N
C LAUNC 3
C THIS EVENT OCCURS WIiH AN ACTUAL LAUNCH SCHEDULED WITH DELAYS. LAUNC 4
C LAUNC 5
.c. TT S.CHFDDULFS ARRTVAL TN ORITT VHITCLE REFURB CYCLE. MODULE AND LAU-NC 6
C LAUNC 7
C SATELLITE RETRIEVAL WITH. REFURB CYCLE- LAUNC 8
C LAUNC 9
___ ,PREfTCT ARORTO LAUNCHE"S AND LOST PAYLOADS LAL_ _I  L__
C LAUNC it
LET IS = PSAT(LAUNC) LAUNC 12
LET IM = PMOD(LAUNC) LAUNC 13
-- 1--i-RO-Y L AUN L . ___ _ 
LET IORB = ORBIT(TTSAT(IS)) LAUNC 15
IF ORB(tTOPRIA T!S EMPTY RFTIIPRN I AIINC 1
0O TO 5, FOR ALL ITOR6 IN ORBIOR8) LAUNC 17
IF IS NE ISAT(PITElfMITORB)), GO: TO 5 LAUNC 18
IF IM NE IM00PITEM( ITOR11)) GO TO 5 : LAUNC 19
CAI I GFTVITGO L A.l:C P
IF W(O1RB) GT 0., LET W(IORB) = -WI.ORB). LAUNC 21
IF RQSEP(IORB) NE 0, GO TO 15 LAUNC 22
IF IGO NE 0, GO TO 10 LAUNC 23
rAI I SHTPIfl) I AUNCG-24
RETURN LAUNC 25
5 LOOP -LAUNC 26
RETURN LA*NC 27
if TV TRTG EQ A, WPT-F: N ~A TTMF LAINt A
FORMATIS5,M5.2.2,S60,'PAYLOAD DUE TO GO - NO VEHICLE') LAUNC 29
LET CVA(IGO) = CVA(IGO) + 1. LAUNC 30
LET VDATE(IGO) = VDATE(IGO) - TIME LAUNG 31
RFTiRLN I NC TP
1. IF IGO E Q '1, RETURN. LaUC 33
IF IGO EQ 2, RETURN LAUi:::NC 34
LET I- RSEPAIORS) MUN 35
4 L TGO FQ a, I:T R.Q'PTOSRF . IAHMc T
LET NL(IORB) = 0 LAUNG 37
CALL SHIP(O 0) LAUNC 38
LET RQSEP(IbR8) = I LAUNC 39
RETURN I AtIN
SURROUTINE LOAT L9 AT 2
C LDAT 3
C LDAT 5
WRITE ON 6 LDAT 6
FOR4AT(4 1 INPUT DATA*//) * LOAT 7
LET TRFLG = LDAT 8
CALL LDVEH(IRFLG) LOAT 9
ALL LBORB(IRFLG) LOAT IO
CALL LOROD(IRFLG) LDAT iCAL S' A Ti L ..I .GI 1 OAT 12
CALL LOSYS(IRFLG) LOAT 13
CALL LDSCH(IRFLG) LDAT 14
CALL LDME(IRFLG) LOAT 15
CA' I I n" I nfAT . 16
IF IRFLG EQ 09 RETURN . COAT 17
WRITE ON 6 LDOAT 18
FORMAT(0 -------- RUN STOPPED OUE TO DATA ERROR ------ -) LDAT 19
S__P _I_" n -AT 2 ....ft.
END LDAT 21
SU3ROUTINE LDME(IRFLG) LDME 2
C LOME 3
-C M ISrON FQIITPMENT lIPGRAnE TNPiT ROUiTTNF LDMF
C LOME 5
D TMEUSION T-f 5T A(4) L 6F ..
WRITE ON 6 LDOME 7
FORMATC( ME UPGRADE SCHEDULES INPUT LOME 8
CG:: ..... ""LD E 9C I Dan _S:T N__FgIITP4FN1T iP~RAnF S14;: ar : IF LftF It-
C LODME 11
100 READ FROM 5,IA(1),IAt2),IA(3),IA(4),B,I4e5) LONE 12
FORMAT(A6,I4,A6,It4,M4..2,A6) LONE 13
. LOMF .
C P: RINT: SCHEDULES LO:: E 15
WRITE ON 6, TIA (i,IAA2), IAt(3), TA (),IA(5) LDME 17
IF IA(i) EQ BLANK, O0 TO 200 LONE 19
LET MEOLD = 0 LONE 20
LET MENEW = 0 LOME 21
nn Tl 11n. FOR T=(1iMTTARI LONE 2
TF IA(3) EQ MNAME(I)v LET MEOLD = I LONE 23
IF IA(5) EQ MNAMEI), LET MENEW I LOWE 21
10 LOOP L ONE 25
TF MtFAI D + MFNFW NF n, CO T0 15 L4JmF 26
C LOME 27
C ERROR DETECTED LOME 28
C LOME 29
111 WRTTF fN 6 LONF 30
LET RTFLG = LOME 32
GO TOL 0 LONE 33
IF MCLAS(MENEW) NE ME, GO TO 111 LDME 35
DO TO 120 FOR I=(1)(STSTB) LONE 36
IF IAti) E SYNAM(I), GO TO 120 LODME 37
IFT TIY = T MF 38
GOTO 125.LOE 39
IZO LOOP 40
GO To lit L ME 41
1 T FR At ( TSYI asn T f1 LMF 42
LET ISY = FSAT(TSY)+IA(2) - i LONE 43
IF MOD(ISY) IS EMPTY, GO TO 111 LONE 44
00 TO 130, FOR ALL MOOSY IN MOD(ISY) LONE 45
SMTF WODQ(MODSY) Fo MFOLD. LET IA(14) = A(4) -1 LOM _ _
IF I A' () :EQ 0,_ GO TO 135 L...E 4
13 0 LOOP L8OE 48GOO T LOHE 49
C SAVE ME UPGRADE IN MENEW LDOME 51
C LONE 52
135 CREATE MESET LONE 53
IFT PSAT(MFSFTI = TSY LO.E 54 ____
LET PMOD(ESET) NOMOD(MOOSY) LOME 55
E_T METfI(MES'T)= A t nM 56b
LET NOMOO(MESET) = MENEW LOME 57
FILE MESET IN IES LOME 58
GO TO 100 LDOME 59
200n RETURN I nMF 6f
UME ME LDME 61
END LOME 62
SUBROUTINE LDMOD(IRFLG) LOMOD 2Lf nlMf 3
S MODULE INPUT ROUJTINE LOMOD 4
c LOKOD 5
READ FROM 5,$NUMliOD, FACT O
IF NUMMOD LE MITAB, GO TO 5 LOMOD 8
WRITE ON 6,NUMMOO,MITAB LDMOD 9
FORMAT(* ERROR - NUMBER OF MODULES INPUT(',I6,9 ) EXCEEDS CAPACITYLDMOD 10
5 WRITE ON 6,NU4 LOO 1.3
FOMATtIU * MOOULES INPUT*/* NAME* S?* AtPHA F BETA F TTLOIOD 14
_____ ALMA H FTA W WT 'CAqS IfMOn l 15
DO TO 10, FOR I=(t)(NUMMOD) LDMOD 16
C LOMOD 17
C LOAD HODULE DATA LOMOD 18
READ FROM 5 N4MEl) LMo 0
,ALPF(I)? 8 TAFtl),TTFliiI),MODWTII),MOVOLtt), LOMOD 21
MCLAS(i Lur"0 22
*A r .Ali I Nrt 73
#RTAU LOMOD 24
FORMATIA6b S 202.2,03 t5 03.1,A6,S3,22.2,0,i02.2) LOMOD 25
IF ALPF(I N 20., GO 0 LODOO 26
IF RE F .. n TA 7 I nMOn 27
L-ET AF.) .. L:M.OO. 2..
LE ALPF. ( =I I TAU/ALOG(R) LDHQOO 8
7 IF ALPW (I) EQ 0., LET ALPW(I) FACT*ALPF(I) LMOD O 30
I -FTAi ET ra ,. IFT aE TAt a t iODg 31
IF TTFMO(I) EQ 0., LET TTFMD(I)=.5*ALPFII) LOMOD 32SLOMO000 33
C PRINT MODULE DATA LDMOD 34
WRITE ON 6,MNAME (),ALPF (IBETAFI),TTFffD(I)iALPW I),BETA W(I), LOMOD 36
"MODWT ( ) V OLi:) ,MCLAS( I" . LQ )MOo 37
FORMAT(SS, A6,S4,07. 2 ,S4,A6) LDMOD: 38
RETURN LDMOD 40
END LOMOD 41





C LOAD ORBIT DATA LDORB 4
C oRB __ R 5_
READ FROM 5,NORS LOOR8 6
FORMAT(13) LOORB 7
IF NORS LE NORBS, GO TOc 1I LOORB 8
FORMAT(* ERROR - NUMBER OF ORBITS INPUT(*,I6,') EXCEEDS CAPACITY(ILORB 10
**,I6v I LDORB ii
LET IRFLG = I LOORB 12
I WRTTE OAN E-.NORR DfORR t3
FORMAT( 18, ORBITTS INPUT*I LOORB 14
WMRITE ON 6 LOORB 15
FORMAT(* NAME OV PERIOD RA. VC UPPER SEPS. SHLDORB 16
*UTT' F) . . fl3ORR 1?
00 TO 10, FOR I=(1)(NORB) LDORB 18
READ FROM 5,ORBID(I),ORBOV(I),ORBPO(I),ORBRA-(I),ORBVC(I),RQUP(I), LDORB 19
+ RQSEP(T),RQSUT(I),0DV(I) LOORB 20
Fr T ( A.!n 5 I o 3A. 5 LOORA 21
WRITE ON 6-,9 r0BI D () :ORBDVI),0R3PbI)90'RBRA(.)ORBVC(I, RQUP(I), LDORB 22
* RQSEPil)RQSUT(IlUVif) LOtRB 23
FORMATi3 A6,407.,SiA6SiA6,SiiA6,T07.i1) LOORB 24Q. TX_ , '~R .J1ifVF4I i I-OR f
IF RQUP(I) EQ NAMEV(J), GO TO 9 LDORB 26
5 LOOP LDORB 27
LET J = 0 LOORB 28
TF PRQIIPITI FQ RI ANK. GA T 9 LIaORA 29
LET 4RFLG i LDORB 30
WRITE ON 6LDORS 31
FORMAT (-* NO SUCH UPPER STAGE*) LOORB 32
r..TO 2 LnORA 33
9 LET RQUP(I = J LOORB 34
2 00 TO 3, FOR J=(1)(NVEH) LOORB 35
IF RQSEP(I) EQ NAMEVIJ), GO TO 4 LOORB 36
3 LOOP LDORB8 37
LET J9 - LOORB 38
IF RQSEP(I) EQ BLANK, GO TO 4 LOORB 39
LET IRFLG : LOORB 40
WR ITF ON 6 OR B 41
FORMAT(* NO SUCH SEPS VEHICLE FOUND *) LDORB 42
GO TO 6 LOORB 43
4 LET RQSEP(I) = J LDORB 44
6 G. TO 7, FUR J=(1l(NVFH LORB .
IF RQSUT(I) EQ NAMEV(J), GO TO 8 OORB 46
7 LOOP LOORS 47
LET IRFL'GG 1 LOOR8 48
. RT E ON.,i : 6: :.: _.__ __ _. __ __  _ _ _
FORMAT(' NO SUCH SHUTTLE FOUND b) LDORS 50
GO TO 10 LDOR 51
8 LET RQSUT(I) = J LDORB 52
in .lOP LDORB 53 .
RETURN LOORB 54
ENo Ln S-r 55
SUBROUTINE LOPUR LOPUR 2
C LDPUR 3
C PURGE MEMORY OF UNUSED MODULES LDPUR 4
WRITE ON 6 LOPUR 6
FORMAT(*1 SYNOPSIS OF INPUT*) LDPUR 7
LET K = 0 LDPUR 8
LET - 0 L nPIR 9
DO TO 80, FOR I=(1)(STST) LOPUR 10
LET NSYLF(II = 1000 LOPUR
LET J = 0 :LO:R 12
-.F F•A , .. . . -TO I B -L13
DO TO 79, FOR L=(FSAT(I))(LSAT(IIII) LOPUR 14
IF MARKS(L) EQ 0, GO TO 79 LOPUR 15
LET MARKS(L) = 0 LDPUR 16
I ET . tLnPilJ 17
L NMOOS(I TSAT(L) ) -- i. 1
LET MDCNT(NOHODVNOSATl) =. 1, FOR ALL MOSAT IN MOS ITSAT I(L) LOPUR 19
79 LOOP 
.LDPUR 20
F N fl 8iGO Tl 70A j 2fpij -
WRITE ON 6,SYNAM(I) LOPUR 22
FORMAT( UNUSED SYSTEt - *,A6) LOPUR 23
LET SYNAM(I) = 0 LDPUR 24
7-6 LET K K:+Ai LOPUR 26
LET I I M + LS ATI FSAT). +. I LPUR 27
80 LOOP LOPUR 28
IF I*4 NE M, LET I = I+1 LOPUR 30
LET M = I4 LDPUR 31
WRITE ON 6,MSYORB LOPUR 32EOPMAT I Pr RI FM I(FtI *.To3* SAT I TTFIYSTFM PARTTTNS At1T OF AVAIlPLIH 33
*ILABLE *, 13) tLPUR 34
WRTTE ON 6 K STST LOPUR 3
FORIA T(* P 0E LEM USED *,13,* SYSTE-MS OUT OF AVAILABLE .13) LOPUR 36
: ET K=0n .  ::  ; ; " l Rl .
00 TO 85, FOR I=(i)(SITABI LDPUR 38
IF NMOOS(I) NE 0, LET K = K+i LDPUR 39
IF NMOS(I) NE 0 GO TO 85 LOPUR 40
T F Ms ITI T FMPTY G 0 TO A814 1fP Ul
00 TO 83 FOR AL:' L SAT IN 1"OS(I) L'OPUR 42
REMOVE FIRST MOSAT FROM MOSt,. LOPUR 43
DESTROY MOSAT LOPUR 44
84 IF SNAME(I) EQ 0, GO TO 85 LDPUR 46
WRITE ON 6,SNAME(I) LOPUR 47
FORMAT(' UNUSED SATELLITE - *,A6) LOPUR 48
.L.FT SNAM4E(T) Pl 9--.
85 LOOP LOPUR 50
WRITF ON F,*KSITTAR LDPUR 51
FORMAT(* PROBLEM USEO 1I3,* SATELLITES OUT OF AVAILABLE ',3) LOPUR 52
LET K = 0 LOPUR 53
...00 0 90, FOR I ITA ) . .......... L.DPUR 54
. . F HP_AMF(TI: F A, f TO 90 OPIR S5
IF MDCNTI) NE 0, LET K = K + 1 LOPUR 56
IF MDCNT(I) EQ 0, WRITE ON 6,MNAME(Il LOPUR 57
FORMAT(* UNUSED MODULE - 4,A6) LDPUR 58
IF MFlGNTIT) EQ Ao IFT HNAM(FI T ) = t OPup sg
LET MDCNT(I) =0 L PUR 60
90 LOOP L UR 61
00 TO 6, FOR I=i (SYORB) LP R 62
TF TTATITI FQ RI ANK 0 TO LnPUR 63
IF ITSAT(IJ EQ 9, GO TO 6 LDPUR 64
I-F MOS(ITSAT(I)) IS EMPTY-, GO TO 6 LOPUR 65
DO TO 4, FOR ALL HDSAT IN MDS(ITSAT(I)) LOPUR 66
RFATF MD'LY LPUR 67
LET NONODU(MODSY) = 500DIOSAT) LDPUR 72
LET NUH (MOUSY) 0 R.PUR 69
LET SUMNU(MOOSY) L0 PUR 70
tFT MAXNulfM0lsYf = LapUR 71
LET MINNU(MODSY) = 500 LDPUR 72
LET LOADFIMODSY) = 0 LDPUR 73
LET SUMLF(MODSY) = 0 LOPUR 74
", L FT MAXLFIMOISY) = 0 LPUR 75
LET MSTATItOOSY) = 0 1UR76LETRU (MOLF SY) = NR1U.00 t 0SA T) LOPUR 78
ETF iAnflY TM HOOfTi LPUR 7G
4 LOOP LOPUR 80
6 LOOP LOPUR 81
WRITE ON 6,K,MITAB LDPUR 82
FRMA Tf* PRlFM tJSFfl 13, NOWJLF S OUT OF AVATLARF 4*13T) LDPUR 83
.RETURN LO PUR 84
LD LOPUR 85
SUBROUTINE LDSAT(IRFLG) LDOSAT 2
C SATELLITE INPUT ROUTINE LOSAT 4
C LOSAT 5
DIMENSION IA(25) MODOL(25) LDSAT 6
RFA FROM ,NUMSAT SAT
FORMATI3) LDSAT
'F NUMSAT LE SITABt GO TO 6 :LOSAT 9
WRITE ON 6, NUMSATSITA. LOSAT I:
. P____ flRMn( FQRR: - HIIMRER OF 'ATF[TF TNPUT 6,T.i. EXCFEDS APACLOSAT i
*ITY(*,16)) LOSAT 12
LET IRFLG = 1 LDSAT 13
6 WRITE ON 6,NUMSAT LDSAT 14
._MA___EaT(/ S.Tinfl, SATELLITFS TNPLT*i-* NAME T VOL PRIORLD DSA-T_. 1
INCLINATION ORBIT MODULES SAT TT POLICY*) LOSAT 16
___,30 TO 25,+ FOR TI)IlNUMSAT)S LISAT 17
C LOSAT 18
C LOAD SATELLITE DATA LDSAT 19
C LDSAT 20
READ FROM 5sS"M"E.Tl),SMrtlsv.t I), I I1SAT Pt
PRIOR(I),INCL(II,ORBIT4I),NO LDSAT 22
, TTSAT(I) POLDN(I) LDSAT 23
*,SORTE(I) LDSAT 24
FORMAT A6,S35,P?-2 2D4 A6 vS34T5,T ,/Tin 941daT ?
IF TTSATfI) EQ ., iT SA(ItG LDSAT 26
-TSATELLITE LOSAT 27
G PRINT SATELLITE DATA LSAT 28
- flRAT 29
WRITE ON 6,SNAME(I),SWT(IISVOL(I),PRIOR(I),INCL(I),ORBT(I),NO LDSAT 30
*,TTSATiI),POLDN(I) LDSAT 31
, SORTE(I) LDSAT 32
soaEtIk-SORTM 1/360 Q SAT 34
O TO1 FOR J( It l (NO RS) LOSAT 35
i ORBIIf( NE ORBIiJ), 6O TO i LUSAT 36
_IV.I I I 3 -J.. 37
GO TO 2 LDSAT 38
i LOOP LDSAT 39
LET IRFLG = i LDSAT 40
FORAT( ERRR - UNKNOWN R31T ) LDSAT 4
2 DC TO 15, FOR J N,1)NO7) LDSAT 43
E D M lE 1T ::: S:::::i::ATEI:i: ::: ... A.. vr A !OS T
C LDSAT 46
READ FROM 5,MODUL(J),IA(J),MODULIJ+1),IA(J+ I)MOOUL(J+2),IA(J+2, LSAT 47
MOOUL(J+3),IA(J+3),PMODUL(J+4),IAJ+4),ODUL(J+5),IA(J+5), LDSAT 48
4 MOIll I 146)I TA(-14 ) l nrAT A
FORMAT(SiO6 A6, A4 WAA4, A6,A4tA69,4,A6,A4,A6,A44A6,A4) . DSAT 50LOAT 51
PRINT MODULE LIST tSAT 52IMlAT 53
WRITE ON 6,MODUL(J),IA(J),MODULIJ+1),IA(J+i),MODUL(J+2)iIA(J+2), LOSAT 54
MODUL(J+3),IA(J+3),MODTUL(J+4),IA(J+4),MDOOUL(J+5),IA(J+5), LDSAT 55
MODUL(J+6),IA(J+6) LOSAT 56
ORMA-T(S-4 6) 10I A SAT 57
.15 406P nSAT 58
TO ioD FOR J ' (NO .) LDSAT 59
STO 20, FOR L=4i),ItMITA) .LDSAT 60
I MODULJ J ) MAI '-) , OU n TO 0 LOnAT 61
20 LOOP LOSAT 62
c 2LOSAT 63
C ERROR DETECTED LOSAT 64I pIDSALT 65
WRITE ON 6,MODUL(J) LDSAT 66
FA QT_. FPOP . .MOffl - #.A. .- NOT FOUJNF TN MULTABIFI _SAT6.
LET IRFLG = 1 LOSAT 68
GO TO 10 LOSAT 69
C LOSAT 70
PiT MOOUiE TTN SET f- R ALONGTNG TO SATFI TTE T LSA__
C LDSAT 72
5 CREATE MDSAT LDSAT 73
CALL CON(IA(J),K) LDSAT 74
SFT NURtIfNMATI = K SAT ___74
LET NOMODIO(MSAT) = L LOSAT 76
FILE MDSAT IN MDS(I) LOSAT 77
1 LOOP. LDSAT 78
._ 7. _ OP _ LflSAT 79
RETURN LDSAT 80
END LDSAT 81
SUBROUTINE LOSCH(IRFLG) LOSCH 2
S..LDSCH 3
C SATELLITE SCHEDULE INPUT ROUTINE LOSCH 4
1 DtMENSIOiN I A U4 A4)I (4) LOSCH 6
I AITF fN 6 LSCH 7
FORMAT( SCHEDULES INPUT*) LOSCH 8C LDSCH 9
C LOAD SCHEDULES LDSCH 10
. LIISCH It
60 RE A FROt4 5, IA(118 vilAt1),IA(2)T,IB(2), A(2),IA(3),T8(3),A(3), L ISCH 12
*IA () 18(4) :A) LOSCH 13
FORMA (IA ,S3,D04.59litA6, S39D4. 5,li, A6,0S3vD4.5, IttA6,S3D4.5) L ~OSCH A4
c Ic istr. 15
C PRINT SCHEDULES LOSCH 16
C LDSCH 17
WRITE ON 6,IA(I),I(1)tAti), IA(2)IBf(2),A(2)IIA(3),IB(3),A(3), LOSCH 18
__A TA()4 ()A() $LASCH 19
: FOR MAT (I6S2, :A6S3, D4.5,I2 5 S2A6S3,04 5S A6S3,D4. 5, $2,4A6LDSCH 20
,S3 04.5) LDSH 1
IF IA (1 EQ ., GO TO 70 .. LSCH 22
SIADSCHr 23
C FIND SYSTEM AND SAVE NEW SATELLITE LAUNCH IN NEWS .LOSCH 24
C LDSCH 25
00 TO 05, FOR K = (1)(4) LOSCH 26
TF TAfiK) fQ (0, 0 TO 65 LDSCH 77
IF AK) GT TI ES GO TO 65 LOSCH 28
0 TO 66, FOR I= i()STSTD) LOS 29
IB(K) NE SYNAM: l,GO :0 66 LDSH 30
_ FT J.= LSAT(T) - FSATT) + LDSGH 31
IF IA(K) GT J GO TO 64 LDSCH 32
LET MARKS(FSAT(I)-1+IA(K ) 1 LDSCH 33
CREATE NEW LDSCH 34
LET SCHTI(NEW) = ALK) LDSCH 35
LET SCHSY(NEW) = FSAT(I)-i+IA(K) LDSCH 36
FTLEF NEW TNFW-- 
___S D CH _37
GO TO 65 LOSCH 38
64 LET IRFLG = i LDSCH 39
WRITE ON 6,IA(K),I8(K) LOSCH 40
nFORMATf( FRpOp - HFMaEE Ani.p B TS NOT TN SYSTEM- A,) LSH t n___
GO TO 65 LDSCH 42
66 LOOP LDSCH 43
C LOSCH 44
C FP-RR FTEC F_ LnSr.H 45
C LOSCH 46
LET IRFLG = 1 LOSCH 47
WRITE ON 6,18IK) LOSCH 48
NFRMATTS ,* FRRR SYSTFFM NT FnuLND - * ,.il LDS Q
65 LOOP LDSCH 50
GO TO 60 LDSCH 51
70 RETURN LDSCH 52
FND i nDH 53
SUBROUTINE :LOSYS(tRFlG) L.DSYS 2
LDYS 3
C :SYSTEHMS INPUT ROUTINE LUSYS 4
READ FROM 5,NUMSYS LOSYS 6
FORMAT(13) LOSYS 7
IF NUMSYS LE STSTB, GO TO i LDSYS 8WRPTTE AN NIiMSYS,TST.. I DSYS 9
O -MAtt( ERROR NUMBER OF SYSTEMS INPUTi I6') EXCEES APACIILDSYS 1:
16, )I) LDSYS 11
.:ILT IRFLG = : LOSYS 12
1 . RTTE O .  -N6S "•vLS-S. j3
FORMAT(fI1l; SYSTEMS INPUT*/* NAME NUP NTOT SYS TT SAT LDSYS 14
* PHASE SAT PHASE SAT PHASE ') LOSYS 15
LET J = 0 LDOSYS 16
n00 TO so FnR T1=1)NjI4,MSYSi I nqY 17
LET FSAT I) J + 1 LSYS 1
C LOAO SATELLITE SYSTEMS: DATA LOSYS 20
READ FROM 5,SYNA(I) ,NFUP(I,NOTTSYS(I), LDSYS 22
* ITSAT(J+1),PHASE(J+1),ITSAT(J+21, LDSYS 23
* PHASE(J+2),ITSAT(J+3),PHASE(J+3) LDSYS 24
9a 6 F0R Ti ?T5,n.1 AS.*AD 5, A inSYS ?s
IF TTSYS t) EQ 0 E L T TSYS( ) , : OSYS 26
IF NFUP(I) LE 9, LET NFUP(l) = I LOSYS 27
IF NO LE 09 LET. NO = LDSYS 28
. '_ -_: L DnYS pg9__
C PRINT SATELLITE SYSTEMS DATA LDSYS 30
C LDSYS 31
WRITE ON 6,SYNAM(I),NFUP(I),NO,TTSYS(I), LDSYS 32
STTSAT ILPHASF (.I+1) L LDSYS 33
,ITSAT(J+2),PHASE(J+2),ITSAT(J+3),PHASE(J+3) LDSYS 34
LET NSAT(I) = NO LDSYS 36
IF NO LT 4, GO TO 5 LOSYS 37
READ FROM. ,ITSAT(.J+4.).,PHASE(J+4-,ITSAT(J+5), LDSYS 38
SPASF(.I+5I.TTIrATI.I+6).PHA F. I0 6) i LSYS 3q
FORMAT(S20,A6,S4,04.5,bA6,S4,04.5,A6,S4,04.5) LDSYS 40
WRITE ON tITSAT(J+4),PHASE(J+4),ITSAT(J+5,PHASE(J+5) LDSYS 41
,ITSAT(J+5),PHASE(J+6) LDSYS 42
C LDSYS 44
C FIND SATELLITE LDSYS 45
C LOSYS 46
• : 5ET J = J i N . ir(LIYS 47
LET LSAT(I) = J LODSYS 48
00 TO 55, FOR L = (FSAT(I))(LSAT(I)) LDSYS 49
IF PHASE(L) LT 0., LET PHASE(L) = PHASE(L) + 360. LDSYS 50
IFT TTSYS(I ) = T LDSYS 51
00 TO 45, FOR K = (i)t(SITA8) LDSYS 52
IF SNAME () EQ ITSATIL), GO TO 50 LOSYS 53
45 LOOP LDSYS 54
_ _ _::::::::: . . ... : i.' " :::U:fl • .55 a ~:::: ; t Oii;:/, ,T n . : i;i:i :.5L 5 "::
C ERROR DETECTED LDSYS 56
C LOSYS 57
LET IRFLG = I LDSYS 58
_ _ _ RITTF AN ,TTlAT(1 ),YNAIT) LSYS 59
FORInAT(S3, ERROR SATELLITE -*,A6,* NOT FQOUO, SYSM) - *,A6) LOSYS 60
,:GO TO 55 L SYS 61
50 LET ITSAT(L) K LDSYS 62
4s l OnP IlnsYS 63
60 LOOP LDSYS 64
RETURN LDSYS 65
END LDSYS 66
SIJRRAIJTTNF LOVFHf(TRFLG) LDVEH ?
C LOVEN 3
C LOAD VEHICLE DATA LDVEH
C "LOVEH
RFAfD FRO5 ,NOVFH LlVFH 6
FORMAT (13) LDVEH 7
IF NOVEH LE NVEH, GO TO 1 LDVEH 8
WRITE ON 6,NOVEH,NVEH LOVEH 9
___ _ F R FRROR - NUMBFR OF VFHILES INPUT('*I6 *~ EXCEEDS CAPACITLOVEH 10
Y,I6,)) :: LDVEH it.
LET IRFLG 1 LOVEH 12
i WRITE ON 6, NOVEH LOVEH 13
FORMAlfTi., ?JLFHT* L SL TINPIJT __ __ _E *H 4 ._
WRITE ON 6 LOVEH 15
FORMAT(* NAME DAYS ISP WOV WPNU WCONV REFT EXP LDVEH 16
S LENGTH NSATGE SOLID ID *) LDVEH 17
..... ... .. _ _F_- Q- -Vr LD  E 8........
READ FROM 5,NAMEV(I),DAYSV(I),ISPV(I),WDV(II,WPNUV(I),wCONV(I), LOVEH 19
___ __ -RFEFTV(T T :PV(TI?)PAYLVl _T .LE._2.M 2__
*,NSTAGIT),SOLID(I),IOVI(I LDVEH 21
FORMAT(A6,8D5.i,212,A6) LDVEH 22
WRITE ON 6 ,NAMEV(IT),AYSV(I),ISPV(t)tWDVI(),WPNUV(I),wCOVI(I), LDVEH 23
F< T EFTI_(TI , IiVFH ,TV(TJ .LEiL .14
*,NSTAG(I),SOLID(I),IDV(I) LDVEH 25
FORMAT(S3 A6,.807 .,216,Si,A6) LDVEH 26
IF NAMEV(I) 'Q SEPS, CALL LOSEP(WDV(I),PAYLV(I),WCONV(I),ISPV(I), LDVEH 27
_* WPNIIITIF YPVIT.!( OYRU(IT rFFTUIT) I nVFH _
'5 LOOP LOVEH 29
RETURN LDVEH 30
ENO LOVEH 31
S1::- I XnlT ARKQ" NARKI ?
C MARKQ 3
C MARK ALL PAYLOADS FOR LAUNCH IN OR3IT QUEUE IOR8 NARKQ 4
c MARKQ 5
LET NQ = 0 MARKO 6
I F -ORBt-(IOk- -rs" EMPTY, RETURN .ARKQ 7
DO TO 5 FOR ALL ITORS IN ORB(IORB) N.ARKQ 8
IF LQTIA(PITEM(ITOR3.) GT 300., 0 0 -5 :ARKQ 9
I FT Nat = N + I 1MARMO
LET ILOAO(NQ) = PITEM(ITORB) MARKQ 11
o MARKQ 12
IF NQ EQ IL, RETURN MARKQ 13
5 1 COP MARa. 1
RETURN IARK 15
END NARM( 16
SUBROUTINE MCMOD : CMOD 2.
C STATISTICS FOR MODULES MCMOD 4
C MCHOD 5
00 TO 5, FOR I=(i)(MITAB) MCMOD 6
F... T DECNTI) + 121 (IT) FQ n . Ti I M l Mn 7
S LET Si(I) = S121l) +. :mCNT tt) MCHMOD 8
IF Xi2tlI) LT MCONT(I), LET X11(I).s = mOO NiL. MCHOD 9
IF N1Z .(1 GTI MCNT(T I t LET, NtIl) MiCNTil -:HCOD 10
TF TRT.I N TRI , .G-0. TO 1• M.MAl 11
IF TRIG EQ i GO TO 1 nCIMO 12
IF N121(I) Ei X121(I), LET N121(I) = 0 MCNOD 13
i IF NOWAR(I) + S125(I) EQ 0,, GO TO 2 MCMOD 14
IFT l1251T1 SIZ5IT) NOWARA(TI) MCMAfl 15
IF XiZ5(it LT NOWAR(I), LET Kft25(I) 0oAR4I) MCHOD 16
IF N125(zs GT NOWAR(1), LET N125(I) NOWAR(I) MCMOD 17
IF TRIG TRIGS, GO TO 2 MCMOD 18
TF TR!G E 1, -0 TA M. ". 1Mfi 9 _t9
IF Ni25(I) EQ X125(I), LET Ni25(I)- = 0 "CMOD 20
2 IF NOFAL(I) + S129(I) EQ 0, GO TO 5 MCMOD 21
LET Si29(I) = S129(I) + NOFAL(I) MCMOD 22
TF X19(1TI T NnFAl (TI) I FT i?29(TI = NfIFAlI TI CMO ?3
IF N129(I) GT NOFAL(I), LET N129(I) = NOFAL(I) MCMOD 24
IF TRTL, NF TQTCS, Gn To 5 MCMOO 25
IF TRIG EQ t, GO TO5 : CMOD 26
IF Ni29(I) EQ X129(I), LET Nt29(I) = 0 MCMOO 27
5 L. 0 P MCAOD 28
RETURN M"m.D ?9
END MCMODO 30
SUBROUTINE MCSAT MCSAT 2
C MCSAT 3
__ STATT TI-S FnR ATFL TTFS MCSA T 4
C M CSAT 5
00 TO 3, FOR I=i) (SYO 8 . CSAT 6
IF MODIIll IS EMPTY, GO. TO 3. MCSAT 7
IFT ~77 ? TI) = S??I7T i SATIFITI MCSAT 8
IF X227(I) LT SATLF(I), LET X227I.) = SATLF(I) MCSAT 9
IF N227fI) GT SATLF(I), LET N227(I) = SATLF(-I) MCSAT 10
LET A = LFSAT(I) MCSAT 11
I FT SHIiM; IT) = 5MSLT ( I + A ICSAT 12
IF AXSL(I) LT A, LET MAXSL(I) = A :HCSAT 13
IF MINSLUt) GT As LET HINSLtl) = A MCSAT t14
, TO 2, FOR ALL MODSY IN MO.t(I HCSAT 15
•I.. .FT. S ttN fsf.M SY1t :: S-MNUtM LiSY) N t.W f SY S .:::::  ::CSAT 16 . _
IF MAXNU(MOOSY) LT NUHMIOOSY), LET MAXNU(NODSY) = NUM(MODSY) MCSAT 17
IF MINNU(MODSY) GT NUM(MODSY), LET MINNUIMODSY) = NUM MODSY) MCSAT 18
LET SUMLF(MODSY) = SUMLF(HODSY) + LOADF(MODSY) MCSAT 19
TF MAKIFtHDASY) LT LOArF(MODSY), LFT HAXLF(MODSY) = LOADFIMODSY) NCSAT 28
IF MINLF(MODSY). GT LOADF(HODSY), LET MIRLF(MODSY) = LOADF MODSY) HCSAT 21
2 LOOP NCSAT 22
LET A IHALST(J)-BEGSTi1) H.SAT 23
TF A EQ ft., Gr nT0 3 2CSAT 4
LET P = 100.*SDTST(I)/A MCSAT 25
LET PERST(I) = PERST(I) + P MCSAT 26
IF N216(I) GT P, LET N216(I) = P nCSAT 27
TF X?16(T) Lr P. LET X1?6(T) = P -CSAT 28
3 LOOP -SAT 29
RETURN MCSAT 30
END MCSAT 31
. 5UROIT1TTNF. M(iVFH -_.._EH_
C MCVEH 3
C STATISTICS FOR VEHICLES MCVEH 4
C MICVEH 5
C_ T__ 0o.f 1 FOR T=(1('NYFA2I MCVEH 5
LET SUM39(I) = SUM39(TI)TUGFY(I HCVEH 7
If MAX39( ) LT TUGFY(I) LET MAX391I) = TUGFY(4t) MCVEH 8
IF MIN39(f) GT TUGFY(I),LET MIN39(I) = TUGFY(t) NCVEH 9
FT 6 T + S FY T ...... ...._ _ ......... .... ...
IF MAX86(I) LT SEPFY(I), LET MAXa6(I) = SEPFY(I) HCVEH It
IF MIN861I) GT SEPFY(I), LET NIN56(I) = SEPFYII) MCVEH 12
LET SUM90(I) = SUM90(I) + SUTFY(I) HCVEH 13
TIF .MT1NQf l nTI GT SUTFY( II, FT H IN=S MV(I= SU.T ) .........EH .
IF MAXO90(I) LT SUTFY(I), LET MAX9O() = SUTFY(I) MCVEH 15
-1 LnnP Mr-VEH 16
LET IT= 0 MCVEH 17
LET IT = IT + TUGFY(.) FOR I=() (NYEAR) MCVEH 18
IF MTFLT LT IT, LET MTFLT'= IT MCVEH 19
IF NTFIT GT TT, FT TI T = IT M CVEFH _0
LET ITFLT = ITFLT + IT MCVEH 21
LET IT = 0 MCVEH 22
LET IT = IT + SUTFY(I), FOR I=(1)(NYEAR) MCVEH 23
I ET IFSUT = FSlT + T MCVFH 24
IF MFSUT LT IT, LET MFSUT = IT . NCVEH 25
IF NFSUT GT IT, LET NFSUT =IT. MCVEH 26
LET IT 0 MCVEH 27
V LET -T = TT 4 SlEPFYIT, FOR T=l INYFR :-::: OVEHM
LET IFSEP = IFSEP + IT MCVEH 29
IF MFSEP LT IT, LET MFSEP = IT MCVEH 30
IF NFSEP GT IT, LET NFSEP = IT MCVEH 31
0n TO ? FOR T= (I1 fi )13 IVFH 32
LET- TOVAII) TCVAUl)--C-- -VICVIVEH 3
IF CVA(I) GT XCVA(l1 LET XCVA I) = CVA(I VEH 34
IF CVAI): LT HCVA(I.s LET MGVAl) = VAI) I - EH 35
?. - I P 4 VFH 3.A
RETURN MCVEH 37
END MCVEH 38
SUBROUTINE MCSYS NCSYS 2
00 c MMY 3
C STATISTICS FOR. SYSTEMS cSYS 4
a0 TO 4, FOR 1= 1t)(STST 
~ : S 5
TF SYNAM) E1 M Ga 1 & MT 4
LET A = 0. MCSYS 8
00 TO 6, FOR J=(FSAT(I))ILSAT(I)) MCSYS 9
LET A = A + LFSAT(J) NCSYS 10
LET SYLF() 2SYLF I) .A MCSYS I
I: XS YLF (I) Lt , LET XSYLF(I = A C SYS 13
IF mSYLF(I) GT A, LET NSYLF( . A KCSYS 14
IET A% = HALSYllT B- AEGYfTI Htsys is
IF A EQ 0., GO TO 4 WCSYS 16
LET P = 100.*SDTSY(I)/A NCSYS 17
LET PERSY(I) = PERSY(I) + P MNSYS 18
IF ON2nafTI GT P IET NponfTI = P McsYs 19
IF X200 N r LT P. IFT onno(l) = P HCSYS 20
4 LOOP SS 21 s 
RETURN MCSYS 22
_ __ __Hs CYS 23
ENDOGENOUS EVENT NEWME NEWME 2
C NEWME 3
C REPLACEMENT OR UPGRADING OF ME NEWHE 4
--. NF__NF _______
C FIX UP ANO TEST ~ NEWME 6
__AT (PHU a ODNF nwM-I..Fi F . CAll SHTP(PSATINFWMFI.PMlOO(NFWMFi i NFWMF 7
IF MSTAT(PMOD(NEWME)) NE UP, CALL STATUS(IXIY,5 . NEWNE 8
DESTROY NEWME NEWNE 9
.RETURN -. NEWNE 10
ENDOGENOUS EVENT NWSAT NWSAT 2
C NWSAT 3
C THIS ROUTINE WILL ATTEMPT TO SCHEDULE THE LAUNCHING OF A PAYLOAD NWSAT 4
.... 
•N: :: ::: WSAT 5
C ON. A VEHICLE * NSAT 6
C N.W:SAT 7
C IT WILL INCLUDE FIRST LAUNCH .CHEK TO SET FINAL .6 ONTH LATER GO. NWSAT 8
LET IS = PSAT(NWSAT) NWSAT 10
DESTROY NWSAT NWSAT 11
CALL STATUS(IS,O,i) NWSAT 12
I -FTT = TrIORY (TTSYRIT'S)I NWSAT13
If T EQ 4., Go TO i NISAT 14
IF TIME GT T RETURN NSAT 15
I CALL SHIP(IS9g 0 NSAT 16
LET DELAY = WSATN NWSAT 18
IF SSTAT(IS) EQ UP, LET DELAY = 4SATU NHSAT 19
SIF DELAY GT TIMES - TIME, LET DELAY = TIMES - TIME NWSAT 20
TF DFIlAY LT .. LFT OFELAY = Do .NSAT 21
LET OTIME.IS) TIME + DELAY NMSAT 2 .
" -NWSAT 23
Q SCHEDULE MANDATORY LAUNCH NMSAT 24HUSAT 25
IF SORTE(ITSAT(ISS) NE O., RETURN NWSAT 26
5 CREATE LAUNC NWSAT 27
LET PSAT(LAUNC) = IS NWSAT 28
LFT POnf(LAlNCI = TN NISAT ?9
-CAUSE LAUtNC AT TIME + ODELAY -4W SAT 30
RETURN IWSAT 31
END SAT 32
. IRQfU.TTNF PAR FR .......
C PASER 3
C PHASING ALGORITHM PASER 4C PASER 5
FT KSAT = l PASER 6
00 TO 5 FOR J=(1)(NQ 'PASER 7
IF IMOO ILOAD(Ji) + IRT(ILOAD(JI) EQ 0, LET: KSAT = PASER 8
5 LOOP PASER 9
SL LAL F P__ ASEIR1
6 00 TO 9, FOR K=(I)(NQ-I) PASER 11
00 TO it, FOR J=(K+I)(NQ) PASER 12
IF ANGLE(ILOAD(K)) LE ANGLE(ILOAD(JI), GO TO 11 PASER 13
LET LI __I ADL _ PASER t4
LET ILOAO(K) = ILOAD(J) PASER 15
_ET LOAa- LE = I P-ASER .16-.
ii LOOP PASER 17
9 LOOP PASER 18
LET CX = 0 PASER 19
LET AT NQT PASFR _-__
00 TO 12, FOR J=(2)(NQ) PASER 21
IF ANGLE(ILOADIJ))-ANGLE( ILOAD(J-i)) LT CX, GO TO 12 PASER 22
LET CX = ANGLE(ILOAD(J)) - ANGLE(ILOADtJ-i)) PASER 23
I LET JSAT = I PASF- 24
12 LOOP PASER 25
:F 360,-ANGLE(ILOAQt4Q))+ANGLE4ILOAD1)) GT :GX :LET JSAT = I PASER 26
IF JSAT EQ I, GO TO 14 PASER 27
.... MR GT Go TO 14 PASF_ P8
LET MARK = MARK + 1 PASER 29
13 LET ANGLE(ILOAD(J)) = ANGLE(ILOA3(J)).- 360., FOR J=(JSAT)(NQ) PASER 30
GO TO 6 PASER 31
14 IF KS T ;Q n GO TO 5 n PA3FR T
RQSEPtIOR) -4E0 - RETURN .PASER 33
.I O(TlLOAli)+IRT(ILOADO() OEQ GO TO 50 PASER 34
IF Q GT 2, GO TO 20 PASER 35
' LET ILOAD(2) = ILOAD(1) PASER 37
o LET ILOAD(1) = L PASER 38
GO TO 50 PASER 39
21 00nn T 25 FOR .I=(ilfNAj PASFR 40
IF IM OfLOAD6iJ))+IRTtLOA0OJ)) EQ 0, GO TO 21 PASER 41
25 LCOP PASER 42
59 TO O PASER 43
ANGLE(ILOAD(NQ))-ANGLE(ILOAD(J))I GO TO 22 PASER 45
23 00 TO 26, FOR K=(1)(J/2) PASER 46
LET L = ILOAD(J-K+1) PASER 47
IET l TLOAnW-Kel = I'A A0KV PASFR 48
.LETY ILOAD(KI L PASER 4926 LOOP PASER 50
GO TO P ASER 51
2 .)E R i P-1FR F 4 G 23
LET IJ =(NQ-J+1)/2 PASER 53
00 TO 27 FOR K=(J)(J+IJ-1) PASER 54
LET L = ILOOt(NQ-K+J) PASER 55
1ET TILOAnQ(N- a I - IOAK) PARSFR 56
LET ILOAD(K) =l ,,t PASER 57
27 LOOP PASER 58
LET J ;NQ PASER 59
GO TO 2 PASFR 60
50 RETURN PASER 61
END PASER 62
SU9ROUTINE PAYLQ(IS,IM) PAYLQ 2
_ PAYLQ 3





P A YL Q_
CREATE ITORB PAYLQ 6
CREATE PAYLD CALLED IX PAYLQ 7
LET PITEMtITORB) =: IX PAYLQ 8
____. " - LET ISAT(TX)I  IS PAY___
LET IMOD(IX) = IM PAYLQ 10
IF IM EQ 0, LET PAYWT(IX) = SWT(ITSAT(IS)) PAYLQ 11
IF IM NE 0, LET PAYWT(IX) = MODWT(NOMOD(IM)) PAYLQ 12
IFT AN.I (IT = PHASF(TSI PAYLQ t3
LET IRTIIX) RTFLG PAYLQ 14
... ET GOTIIIX) =0 PAYLQ 15
.F IM NE , LET PAYLN(IX) 0. : PAYLQ 16
_"_... _ TE TH F fl_ IIFT PAYtN(IX. =.fVOI(TT trIITS) PAYLQ 17
CALL REDUN(IS,IM) PAYLQ 18
IF DELIA LT 0., LET DELTA = 0 PAYLQ 19
LET LQTIM(IX) = TIME + DELTA -PAYLQ 20
FTI F V TN LOA. PAYLO 21
.LET TO (ITORB) = TIME + DELTA PAYLQ 22
FILE ITORB IN :ORB(IORB) PAYLQ 23
RETURN PAYLQ 24
r _: l PAYLO 25 _- ..
SUBROUTINE PROP(IGO) PROP 2
C PROP 3
C COMPUTE PROPELLANT REQUIRED TO DELIVER NQ ITEMS IN CLOAD ARRAY PROP 4C PROP 5
C . ......... PROP 6
VOLU E " ENTH) . .NSTRAINT PROP 7
C... r n..T PROP 8
w frrFN2p I s.l: .. . ':...:: ..... ,a -. At......PROP 9
LET NMO 0 PROP 10
LET KX 0 PROP 11
0 00 TO 101 FOR J=(i)(NQ) PROP 12
TF SRTF(TTSATTAT(TTLOAI.I)))I NF 0. IFT KX JL PROP 13
F IMOO(ILOAO(J)) NE 0, LET NMO M + 1 POP 4
IF KX EQ , GO TO 1 POP t6
TF 'T r. A Tn 7A PRfP- 17
IF NQ GT 1, GO TO 70 PROP 18
GO TO 90 PROP 19
, 1 LET KX = 0 PROP 20
IFT JK = hT P(T IT ----- -_ RO P_2 1 .
C' TEMP FIX PROP 22
IF JK EQ D, LET JK i PROP 23
LET PALEN = PAYLV(RQSUT(IOR )) PROP 24
TF. RQiUP(TO) NF fi , FT PAL.FN := PAYLV ROUPITORS)I PROP 24
LET SU =(NMD+NTNSU-I)/NINSU PROP 26
LET PAY = SU*LENSU PROP 27
00 TO 20, FOR L=(i)(NQ) PROP 28
. ..... An)+l.RTL..nnTnA I TnR AD L) F O _ _ PRE 29
' LET PAY = PAY + SVOL(ITS4T(ISAT (ILOAO(L)))) PROP 30
20 -LOOP PROP 3i
IF PAY GT PALEN, GO TO 70 PROP 32
LET DAYS = DAYSV(JK) PROP 33
LET WCONS = WCONV(RQSUT(IORBJ) PROP 34
EFT DV = ORADVITOPR )  PROP 34
LET RA = ORBRA(IORB) PROP 36
LET VCO = 25936. PROP 37
LET P1 = ORBPD(TORB) PROP 38
I FT WRFT = n. PROP 39
LET WDEP = 0. PROP 40
LET WSERV = 0. PROP 40
00 TO s, FOR J=( i)(Q) PROP 42
A I IUA.I FI AtiL.l PROP '
IF IMOO(ILOAD(J)) EQ 0, LET WOEP = WDEP + PAYWT(ILOAO(J)) PROP 44
IF IMOD(ILOAD(J)) NE 0, LET WSERV = WSERV + PAYWT(ILOADIJ)) PROP 45
IF IRT(ILOAO(J)) EQ 0, GO TO 5 PROP 46
IET WDEP WOnFP - PA&YWTITIAfOI () I PROP k7
LET WRET --WRET + PA-YWT ( OA04J) ... ... - PROP 48
5 LOOP PROP 49
PROP 54
0 XWRIPJE 0EGRF I4ANCE IIPI JOit PAY3Q16 991I 4
C PROP 52
LET WSERV =. WSERV + WTSU* SU PROP 53
LET WUPL = WDEP + WSERV PROP 54
____ lIET WSP' = WRFT 4 W FP PROnP 5
iF PDoWN NE :LET RSP :-= WIRET P 5 :6
IF RQUP(ilR84 EQ Gs GO TO 100 PROP 57
LET N S = A'STAG UK) PROP s
TF Ns E1 41 iFT US 1 PROP_ %
00 TO 40, FOR NK=(I)(NS) PROP 60
LET JX = JK + NK - i PROP 61
IF EXVEH EQ 0, LET EXVEH = EXPVIJX) PROP 62
SFT YVFH ; FYVFH PROP 63
CALL LINKT(NKISPV(JX),MUVdJX),WPNUVtJx),CGONVtJX1*XVEH* PROP 64
:..SOLID(JXI,WCONV(RQSUTi-tORI) O . . . . P 65
40 LOOP PROP 66
IF NS GT J, CA'' TWORRtlVOVifTOV~3t b Av
6 LET NLEG =1 PROP 68
LET PLEG(1) = WUPL PROP 69
LET DVLEG(L) = DV PROP 70
TF Nn F 1. GAO TO 1000 PRnp 71
LET GOAY = OAYS .5 PROP 72
C PROP 73
C COMPUTE PROPELLANT FOR SERVICING PROP 74
C VOLUME(LENGTH) CONSTRAINT PROP 76
CALL PASER PROP 77
50 LET PANGL(1) = 0. PROP 78
LET PANGIL(J. = ANGI F I(TL Anltal .1 - ANGI FTI Lnnl.l-1 i PROP 7
(.i
FOR J=(2)(NQ) PROP 80
frl TO A61 F-s P .F1T -HE IN_ I PROP 81
LET X = WSERV" PROP 82
LET TO = 0. PROP 83
LET NFF. = NQ +2 -MFLT : .. PROP 84LFT Tf = TnI.+ ARS(PANGLf(J)., FOR J=t?I(MFF _. _..PROP 85
00 TO 55, FOR J=(NFF)(NQ) PROP 86
IF IMOD(ILOAO(J)) EQ 0, LET X = K + PAYWT(ILOAD(J)) PROP 87
55 LOOP PROP 88
' PROP 89
C COMPUTE PHASING PROPELLANT PROP 90
C PROP 91
LET F:LTI(NFF) . :: PROP 92
IF PA Wr-l (NFF Fg n4 Gf TO Af PROP q3
LET IETA = ABS(PANGL(NFFI)/TOGODAY + .2 PROP 94
IF IETA EQ 0 LET IETA = I PROP 95
LET ETA =IEA PROP 96
I ET nPI = PANG( INFF) PROP 97
LET PO. = P1 *(1-PANGL(NFF/(364.*ETA)) PROP 98
LET TO = TO - ABS(PANGL(NFF)) PROP 99
LET FLTIT(NFF) = (P0*ETA)/IPt*,T.*1Z.) PROP 10
LI iAY =a -DAY - P=/P*FTA PROP Itf
IF GDAY LT -. 5, GO TO 70 PROP 102
IF PO LT .3535*Pi GC TO 70 PROP 103
LET RP = RA(2.*(h0/Pi)**(2./3.)-1.) PROP 104
, I[FT VCP = VCfl * !;RTIRO/RP) PROP 1ns
LET OVO 2.*VCP*(SQRT(i./(R/P))-SQIRA/RP*(i.+RA/RP PROP 106
LLET N EG NLEG + I PROP il
LET PLEG(NFF) = X PROP 108
i Oil' EIrINFF) = fV--PROP tog
60 LOOP PROP 110
1000 LET NLEG = NLEG + 1 PROP 11t
LET THETA(J-1) PANGL(J), FOR J=(2)(NQ) PROP 112
TF ROFPnT)RRi NF f. CAIL SFPSVINLFG- 2.Pi VCO.THE TA19.PLEG)) PROP 113
LET PLGM(NEG) =.WSPL PROP 114
LET OVLEI(NLEG) = QV PROP 1t5
LET OVLEG.4J DVLEG(J)*I.01, FOR J=Itt):NLEG. PROP 116E"TF EXV F Is, LET PLFGINLF gI PROP 117
IF EXVEH NE 0, LET DVLEG(NLEG) = 0 PROP 118
LET JKO = 0 PROP 119
CALL CONEC(NSgJKJKO) PROP 120
TF TOR3Q NF n GO TO 64_ pROP __.C-iLL PRFORM(O LEG,PLEGNLEGWP *NEXITi1**1SEPNT) PROP 122
T ISEPS = 0 PROP 123
WP GT 0Q,, GO TO 65 . PROP 124
Sf PsFPTO TR) IO fl tn Tfl no r,-a 1790i _ __
LET WP = 10. PROP 126
CALL GETV(IGO) PROP 127
IF IGO EQ 3, GO TO 65 PROP 128
A._ LLP = 10 ,__ P n PROP L29
LET JKO = I PROP 130
CAll c NcC(NS .. Jl , O) PROP li
CALL PRFORM(DVLEG,PLEG,NLEG,WP,**NEXIT,**MSEPNT) PROP 132
LET MSEP = i PROP 133
IF NT GT I, LET WP = -10. PROP 134
WPRTT ON ,NT,TNFXTTWP PROP 135
FORMAT(215,04.2) PROP 136
IF NT GT 1, WRITE ON 6 NT PROP 137
FORMATI( NO TUGS/SEPS *,I) PROP 138
ITF N;XIT F 6, I FT TSFPS = l PROP 139
IF NEXIT GT 6, GO TO 110 PROP 140
IF NEXIT EQ 3, GO TO 110 PROP 141
IF NEXIT EQ 4, GO TO 110 PROP 142
65 LET WITOPR= WP PROP p44
IF W(IORB) LT 0., RETURN PROP 144
C PROP 145
C SAVE PREVIOUS GOOD LAUNCH SETUP FOR NEXT FLIGHT (IF SEQUENCE ENDS ) PROP 146
C PROP 147
LET FLTIM(i--= - .6./(2412 30. PROP 14
LET FLTIM(J) = FLTIMIJ) + FLTIMIJ-1l) FOR J=(21(Na) PROP it
IF ISEPS NE 0, CALL TPHAS(IANEG) PROP 150
I-F F I 1 -1 AtJ., FR11,IAM F) 9.PG Rp
LET FLY = FLTIM(NQ) + 6./(24.*12.*30.) PROP 152
LET NL(IORB) = NQ PROP 153
LET GOTIM(ILOAD(J) = FLTIM(J), FOR J=() (NQ) PROP 154
' LET OR1TMIn1ORB) = FLY PROP 155
LET ANMO(IORB) NMD PROP 156.
LET GITEM(ILOA(KJ)) = ILOAOtJ+I), FO J: fIINQ-i) ROP 157
LET PQUE(IOR)I = ILOADt) :ROP 158
RET"RN PgPP 159
70 LET W(IORB) = -10. PROP 160
RETURN PROP 161
C PROP 162
C STNGIE SORTIF OPTION PROP 163
c PROP 164
90 LET W(IORB) -50 . PROP 165
LET NL ( I ORB) I i. PROP 6
SI FT GTT&-ITZ8lO40). A /Akoft, frlP 167
LET ORBTM(IORB) = SORTECITSAT(ISAT(ILOAOti)))) PROP 168
LET ANMD(IORB) = 0 PROP 169
LET PQUE(IORB) = ILOAO(I) PROP 170
PETURN PRP i71
. PROP 172
C SHUTTLE ONLY OPTION PROP 173
C : 'PROP t174
inO- TiF UiL GT WCOMS4 GO TO 70n PROP 74
IF WSPL GT WCONS, GO TO 70 PROP 176
LET NL(IORB) = NQ PROP 177
LET W(IORB) = 100.*+(.-WUPL/WCONS) PROP 178
iFT GTT4 I nA0i) = ./8 400 FOR J=(11, NQI PROPZ9
LET ANMD(IOR3) SU PROP 180
iLT a1RB-TlTORI = ?24-18 n4 PROP 181
LET CITEM(ILOAD(J) = ILOAD(J+4I) FOR J-1t)(NQ-it PROP 182
LET PQUE(IORB) IL OAD( ) PROP 183
RETURN PROP 184
1__ _ TFnO-_-NE-_ -_ O 170_ PRO_ 1as
LET IORBO = 1 PROP 186
LET NL(IORB) = 0 PROP 187
LET W(IORBI = -10. PROP 185
RETURNW..... PROP 1t&3
120 LET IORO = 0 PROP 190




SUBROUTINE QDMP(ISIMILL) QDMP 2QfMP T
RE"OVES EARLIER DUPLICATE PAYLOAD FROM LOAMWIG QUEUE QamP 4
C ALSG BLOCKS MODULES FROM ENTERING UEUE QBMP
IF SORTE(ITSAT(ISI) NE 0., RETURN QDmP 8
IF RTFLG EQ 0 GO TO £ QoDP 9
IF NPOS(IS) GI i, RETURN QDOP 10
_. IF nRRTOp1 T1 FMPTY, nn Tn 3 QIMP 11
00 TO 5 FOR ALL ITOR8 IN OR(IOR) Qi"P 1t
IF ISAT PITEM(ITORB)) NE IS, GO tO 5 QOi P 13
TF IMOPITEM(ITORB)) EQ IM IO TO 2 QDMP j4
TF ::: rTIP TTFMI'TA1RIRI N a,;:::: t T i5 OM:P 15
IF IM EQ 0 GO TO 2 QOnP 16
IF IMOO(PITEM(ITORBI) EQ 0, GO T3 7 QDMP 17
5 L (OP QOMP 18
Z. TILL DROP PTEM ) QOT)P Z, I
LET N O(ORa 0 QOP j,
.G o I QO P 22
.___, 3 tl ni O4P P 3
RETURN QOMP 24'
7 LET ILL = i QOMP 25
RETURN QO'P 26
FN' QDNMP _7
SUBROUT I NE QUA(A) QUAD 2
5 IF A GT 0., GO TO 10 QUAD 3
LET A = A 360.. QUAD
-- __ _ r_ _ --GO-T- 5 .: .". .. .QUAD 6
10 IF A LT 360., RETURN QUAD 6
LET A "A - 360. QUAD 7
GO TO 10 QUAD 8
____ 
FNnf __ _ _ __ _ _ _____ QUAD 9
SU3ROUTINE REOUN(IS,IM) REOUN 2LtT 9nELT - -- . E ... 3 . ....
IF IM EO 0, RETURN REOUN 4LET EOIIIMI = I REOUN 5
LET IX = 0 REDUN 600 TO S, FOR All MnSY TN MnLI Tl REDUN 1_IF NRU(MODSY) EQ 0, GO TO 5 REOUN 8
IF NRU(MODSY) EQ 100 GO TO 5 REOUN 9
IF NRU(HOOSY) EQ 1, GO TO 3 REOUN 10
T F -- N a_-9--- -- E- G T0 0* REMN 
___N __
LET IB = 0 REDUN 12LET IX = NRUIMODSY) REOUN 13LET IY = REOUN 14
00 TO 1, FOR I=(i)(IX) REDUN 16
IF IM EO IK, LET IY I REDUN 17
IF EDO(IK) NE 0, LET IB = IB + I REDUN 18LET TK = SOD(IK) RFnIJN 19
LOOP REDUN 20
IF IY EQ 0, GO TO 5 REDUN 21L.:ET IB IX NNRU(SHOO4MDSY+) I REOUN 22
IT ri GT ' fit& REIN 22
IF IB EQ 0, LET DELTA = -3000. REDUN 24
RETURN REDUN 253 IF IM NE MODSY, GO TO 4 REDUN 26LET nEi TA = .30n., RFnUN 7
RETURN .. . IREUN 28
4 LET IX RETUN 29
.. LOOP REOUN 30
END REDUN 32
EFDOGENOUS EVENT REFMO REFMO 2
C REFMO 3
rC THI RIMTTNF TAES CAR&F OF RFFIIIa nF MOn0111 FS RFFMO 4
C REFnO SLET IM = PHODQ REFMO) tI 6
IET MDCNTlM MDCNT(Il) + i REFNO 7
IF TRIG EQ 0, WRITE ON 6,TIME,HNAME(IM) REFMO 9
FORMAT(S5,M5.2.2,S43,A6,S4, REFURBISHEO*) REFMO 10
RETURN REFMO 11
_ ___- E N FM _2
ENDOGENOUS EVENT REFSAREFSA 2
C REFSA 3
C THIS ROUTINE TAKES:C CRE OF REFURB OF SATELLITES REFSA 4S RTU LRFS 5 ___
RETURN REFSA 6
END REFSA 7
ENDOGENOUS EVENT REFVE REFVE 2
REFVFF_
C THIS ROUTINE TAKES CARES OF REFURB OF VEHICLES REFVE 4
IF VNAME(REFVE) EQ SHUT, GO TO 1 REFVE 6
IF EXVEH NE 0, GO TO 2 REFVE 7
i -LET IX=-O REFVE 8
'F TRIG ;7 a. W~TTE ON TIME:N$V-AhFRFFUF~-.P fRFFTVF) RFFVE 
FORMAT(S?,M5.2.2,S3,S60,A6,I3,S1,*REFURBISHED*) REFVE 10
2 LET IC = 0 REFVE il
IF VNAME(REFVE) EQ SEPS, GO TO 6 REFVE 12
IF VNAmt( :RFV) 7Q RH1iT. rp TO 4 RFFVE 13
LET IC = IC + VTUG(1), FOR :T=ti)(NTUG) REFVE 14I
LET VTUG(PMOO(REFVE)) I . REFVE 15
IF IC .NE 0, GO TO 15" REFVE 16
GO TO 10 RFFVE 17
5 LET IC = IC + VSHUT(I), FOR I=(1)(NSHUT) REFVE 18
LET VSHfUTiPMOD(REFVE)) = 1 REFVE 19
IF IC NE 0, GO TO 15 REFVE 20
&.0 Tn n RFFVE 21
.:::6 LETIC = IC + VSEPS(I), FOR I=()tNSEPS) REFVE
LET VSEPS P OD E:::::FV:)) : : ::i ::EF:: 2
IF IC NE 0, GO TO 1 REFVE 24
-
in. = fir To I FR.fR T=tif NOPRS) ... RFFF25
LET IORB = I REFVE 26
IF ORB(IORB) IS EMPTY GO TO i REFVE 27
IF W(IORB) GT 0., GO o iit REFVE 28
GAt1 rFFTV(TtA) FRFVFE 9
IF I GO E 0, GO TO RE FVE .30
CALL :SHIP(-i, ) IREFVE 31
ii. LOOP REFVE 32
-ts nPTROY REEVE ?F RFVF. 33
RETURN REFVE 34
/ END REFVE 35
ENDOGENOUS EVENT REMOV 
REMOV 2
C SATELLITE FROM ORBIT REMOV 4RE$OV 5
LET IS = PSAT (REMOV). . REOV 6UPr sTem: NPn.Tl I -E1IV 7,
JCALL STATUSQIS10,91 REMOV 8
CALL QDMP(IS,0,IL) REMOV 9
DESTROY REMOV REMOV 10
SEtD AREOv 1- -
ENDOGENOUS EVENT RETRI .ETRI I
-__ c. ta_ _OJI1E AREO. RF. IFR TV Al OF SA TELL TF-S .C. RETRI 5
LET RTFLG I RETRI 6
CALL SHIP(PSAT(RETRI),O) RETRI 7
'~_ LE_.L.I-F L=--_ -_ _O..R . _______
DESTROY RETRI RETRI 9
RETURN RETRT L__
END RETRI t1
ENDOGENOUS EVENT SATON SATON 2
• SATDN 3
S SATELTTFI E VOnlIINTARTlY GrO nnWN AT TFRTNATTOfN TTF SATlN 1
C SATON 5
LET IS = PSAT(SATDN) SATDN 6
00D TO 200, FOR ALL MODSY IN MOD(IS) SATON 7
GALL ' (MPdNITSMOnSY-iLL) SATDN 8
.200 LOOP SATON 9
'ALL STATUSIS, 0 3)- SATON 10
LET MARKS(IS) = 0 SATDN 11
F lSTRi Y sTfaN SATDN 1?
RETURN SATDN 13
END SATON 14
SUBROUTINE SAVER(T2,IS) SAVER 2
I FT TPL I T L POA ( T ATTS .) SAVER 3
LET JSY -. TSYSIS) SAVER 4
F P2, RETUR . SARUVER N
4, RETURN. 'tAVER
C SAVER 8
C SCHEDULE SATELLITE RETRIEVAL (RETRI) AT TERMINATION TIME +- SAVER 9
C SAVER 10
IF MAR n TE~) E .n0 TOO SA VFR 11
CANCEL ETRI CALLEO MARKOIS) SAVER 12
DESTROY RETRI CALLED MARKD(IS) SAVER 13
LET MARKD4IS) 0 SAVER 14
TTo TA I + ATSAVFR 1 ,
IF T LT TIME, GO TO 10 SAVER 16
IF T GT TGOSY(JSY), GO TO 10 SAVER 17
IF T GT TIMES- WSATN, GO TO 10 SAVER 18
CRE'\TE RETRT 4SAVFR19
LET PSAT t =IS . SAVER 20
CAUSE RETR .. :::::SAVER 2
10 F IPOL 3 GO TO 2,: : :::: : SAVER 22
C VAVFR 73
C SCHEDULE NEW SATELLITE (NWSAT) AT TERMINATION TIME +- SAVER 24
C SAVER 25
IF MARKU(IS) EQ 0, GO TO 2 SAVER 26
CANCEL NWSAT CAlL1D MARK'ilTi SAVER 27
DESTROY MWSAT CALLEO MARKUiS)!. AVER 28
LET MARKUf AI) SAVER 29
2 LET T = T SAVER 30
1F T GT rGOaSYU9Y), . GO TO n : AVFR 31
IF T LT TIME, GO TO 20 SAVER 32
IF T GT TIMES- WSATN, GO TO 20 SAVER 33
CREATE NWSAT SAVER 34
EIFT PSAT(NWSAT) = T_ __SSAtFR 35
CAUSE NWSAT AT T SAVER 36
_20R.ETURN SAVFR 37
END SAVER 38
SUBROUTINE SHIP (IS,IM) SHIP 2
.C SHIP 3
.C THTIS TS THE IAOING ROITINE .. SHTP 4
C SHIP 5
IF IS GT 0, LET IORB = ORBIT(ITSAT(IS)) SHIP 6
LET EXVEH = EXORB(IORB) SHIP 7
T_F IS .F 0, GO T 30 SHITP 8
IF fM EQ GO TO i SHIP 9
IF EXHOD EQ 100, RETURN SHIP .0
I .ALL QDNP(IS,IM,ILL) SHIP 11.
TIF I I NP f, PFTIIPN SHIP iP
CALL PAYLQ(IS,IM) SHIP 13
CALL GE-TV(IGO) SHIP 14
IF W(IORB) GT 0., LET W(IORB) = 0. SHIP 15
5 IF QRRITORR) TS FMPJY- RFTURN SHIP 16
-IF NL(IORB) EQ IL, GO TO i0 SHIlP 17
IF .W(TOR) LT 0., GO TO 10 SHYP 18
S IF W(IIORB GT 0 ., RETURN SHIP 19
.__ (M I. 4ARKO SHTP 20
SIF NQ EQ 0, RETURN SHIP 2t
CALL PROP(IGO) SHIP 22
LET EXORB(IORB) = EXVEH SHIP 23
TF WITOR) GF .. , RFTURN- SHIP 24
C SHIP 26
G LAUNGH PAYL0ADS FROM QUEUE- SLOAO SHIP 27
.
SHTP P8
10 IF NL(IORB) EQ 0 GO TO 30 SHIP 29
IF IGO NE 0 , REfURN SHIP 30
CALL ISSUE SHIP 31
I FT WI(TORR) = SHIP 32
LET NL(IOR8), 0 SHIP 33
LET EXVEH = EXOR(IORB) SHIP 34
GO TO 30J' SHIP 35
1 IFT 1 PITeM(FOPR I TRIg STP 3
IF W(IORB) EQ 0., RETURN SHIP 37
LET NX = ISAT(J) SHIP 38
LET NH = IMOD(J) SHIP 39
TF FX(VFH FQ I , 0 TO ~6i SIP P. l
32 CALL STATUS CNX,NM7) SP
.ALL DROPQi IOR ... SHIP
LET EXIEEH =0 SHIP
S::: ORR = 0-:. . SHIP ___...
LET TRIGS I SHIP 45
30 IF ORB(1ORB) IS EMPTY, RETURN SHIP 46
LET I = I SHIP 47
N_ LEL I fIORB) = SIP P. _ 48.
LET W(IORB) = 0 SHIP 49
- -- Do TO -- ~O FOR-. Al I TOR F TIN. 09.IRR) H T P _n
IF LQTIM(PITEM(ITORB)) LT 3000., GO TO 35 SHIP 51
IF IS GT 0, GO TO 40 SHIP 5235 LET NQ = I SHIP 53
SLET TI OAO(NQ I = PTTEM(TTORRI 
__..
CALL PROPIIGO) SHIP 55
LET EXORB(IORB) = EXVEH SHIP 56
IF W(IORB) LT 0., GO TO 50 SHIP 57SIFT T = T + I SHTP_ -_S8
IF I GT IL, GO TO 10 SHIP 59
40 LOOP SHIP 60
IF IS LE 0 GO T O 10 SHIP 61
IF IS GT Go RETIRN :: HTP -. 6
41 LET NL(IORB) 0 SHIP 63
LET W(IORB) = 0 SHIP 64
RETURN SHIP 650 F Nl fTORB) NF l, GO TO 10 -HTP 66
IF IGO E-Qf -3, -- RETURN SHIP 67GO TO 31 
.: P 6860 1 RQUP(IORB) EQ 0 G Q: T 32 SIP 69
LET EXVEH = i SHIP 71
LET EXORB(IORB) = 1 SHIP 72
LET NL(IORB) = 0 SHIP 73
o ALL ST T4L 'sMXuNM,10) ,HTP 74
G TO 10 SHIP 75
END SHIP 76
ENDOGENOUS EVENT START STA 2
C THIS ROUTINE WILL INITIALIZE EACH MONTE CARLO CYCLE START 4
C START 5
C SET UP EVENTS FOR NEW SATELLITE LAUNCHES START 6
START 7
LET MSEP 0 START 8
LET NEXIT a START 900DO TO 2, FOR I=(1)(SYOR START i
1 ET ATLFIT) = I START 11
LET LFSAT(I) = 0 START 12
LET BEGST(I) = 0 START 13
LET TLAST(I) = 0 START 14SL T S1OSTITI = 0 START. 15_LET NPOS(I) = 0 START 16
IF MOO(I) IS EMPTY GO TO 2 START 1700 TO 1, FOR ALt MODSY IN MOD(I) START 18
I ET NIJM (MOnSY) = 0 ':: : STRT
LET LOADF(MODSY) = 0 START 20
LET MSTAT(MOOSY) = 0 START 211 LOOP START 22
- ---OP _a__ 
_ ___ 
__3
IF TRIG EQ 0, WRITE ON 6 START 24
FORMATI*,S?7.~CHRONOI n-TCAL TT4F HTsrTRY OF RASF nYmIF/-,,*TTIMFE S I_25_
SYSTEM STATUS SATELLITE STATUS MODULE STATUSSTART 26
VEHICLE STATUS') START 27
DO TO .0.., FOR A.LL NEW I NEWS START 28IET ITS S=  SHY NFW" ". . . .. ..".._.._ 28
LET DTIMEIIS) = 0 START 30
LET STATtITSYS(IS)) = OOWN START 31
LET SST4T(L) = DOWN, FOR L=(FSAT(ITSYS(ISfl)(LSAT(ITSYS(IS))) START 32
_RFATF NWcAT START _
LET PSAT(NWSAT)= SCHSY(NEW) START 34
LET PMOO(NWSAT) = : START 35
CAUSE NWSAT AT SCHOTIfNE w START 36
10 lo START 3
IF TRIG EQ 0, WRITE ON 6, TIME START 38
FORMAT (* ,S4,M5.2.2, S3,*START SIMULATION*9//) START 39
LET VSHUT(I) = I, FOR 1=(1i(NSHUT) START 40
LET VTII f(T) = 1. FOR I=fI)NTH) START 41
LET SUTFY(I) =90, FOR I1) (NYEA) ::START 42
LET SEPFY(I) 0= O FOR tilt)(NYEAR) START 43
LET VSEPS(I) i, FOR I=t)f4SEPS) START 44
_ .. I*FaT TiHFYjit = .nFl T=f i fNYFAR) .ART
LET CVA(I)= 0., FOR I=fi)(3) START 46
LET TGO(I) = 0., FOR I=(i)(SYORB) START 47
_ LET TGOSY(I) = 0., FOR I=(I)(STSTB) START 48
IFT RFG-yif) = fl. FnR T=f IfSTsr .a START 49LE  T:LASY(I= 0:1 O  I til(STSTB3 50
CREATE I ER START 52
rLITSF TFRK AT .30.fl. START 53
DESTROY START START 54
LET MOCNT(I) = 0, FOR I=(I)(MITA3) START 55
LET NOWAR(I) = O, FOR I=(l)(MITAB) START 56
LFT NOFAL(l) = 0, FOR T=(QI(iTAbR START 57
LET EXORB(I) :::0 FOR I= I (N ORS: START 58
c # -*.# . , : ** .. START 5
C REINITIALIZE NOMOD ON ALL SATELLITES START 6-:
SCEATF NFRW MF FVFNTS START 61
C ,,-# #,. ,, ,# START 62 "
RETURN START 63
END START 64
____ SILAR INF STATUS(ISIMsTST) STATUS 2
C E " STATUS 3:
C IM = 0, SATELLITE .STATUS 4
C IM = +9 REPLACEABLEI MODULE STATUS 5
C IST Is AVAILABLE STATUS 7
C IST = 2, UP STATUS a
C IST = 3, DOWN STATUS 9
......C TSI._=. ALC HF SIAIUSinL
S1IST = ,E UPGRADE STATUSI
C T T RATII TTF PFTPTFUFn S TAuS2
C IST = 7, PAYLOAD IS TOO HEAVY, NOT FLOWN DROPPED FROM QUEUE STATUS13
C IST = 8, WARNING ON MODULE STATUSti
C IST = 9, SATELLITE REMOVED FROM ORBIT STATUSI5
LET DELTA = 0 STATUSi7
LET JST = ITSAT(IS) STATUSt8
LET JSY = ITSYS(IS) STATUS19
IF NE 0, n. FT AM'D= iONOD ITM) STATUTS70
LET HALSTIIS) = TIME STATUS2
LET HALSY(JSY) = TIME STATUS22
IF IST EQ2, LET ITT STAT UP ". .. STATUS23
Trv ET QA iFT T~ r E t = "n.N .TATI.
IF TRIG2 EQ 1it GO TO 1.0 STATUS25
GO TO (10,8,,i0,i0, 0,i0,2,4,0) ,IST STATUS26
8 IF IM EQ 0 GO TO 5 STATUS2
LET MTATITMt ) TRT TTA
.IF .IST fQ., GO TO 2 STATUS9
c 
STATUS30
C :4RU FAILURE-SCHEDULE NWSAT :  ' ATUS3.STATUS23
CALL REDUN(ISIM) STATUS33
LET IK NRU(IM)L STATUS34
IF DELTA NE 0., GO TO III STATUS35
L I IK - . ., TO I S .* . . ...... .. . . .T....S3.
CALL QU "PS.MOD SYILL)
LET SSTAT(IS) = OUT STATUS41
C BLOCK - TEST LAUNCH POLICY STATUS42
IF POOWN EQ 0, GO TO i STATUSI3
I. T T = TTME * ATT #Z.AT.4
hF DELTA E:O G o 8OTO 7 STS ,ST 
4i:: :  T• •
I SS() .i::OU: LET SSTA T S:) ISTA i:: :STATUS47
2 IF SSTAT(IS) EQ OUT, GO TO 10 STATUS49
GO TO 6 STATUSS0
4 LET ISTAT = SSTAT(IS) STATUS51
ToF Pst TI ri n I FT TSTAT = 0ilT STATU 3
LET SSTAT tS) ISTAT S S3
:!0 TO 7 STATUS5.4
S:LET SSTAT4IS ..)  ISTAT STATU S55
JET SMTAT(MSY1. = TSV, FOR Ag' iby IN T 1TAif STATUS6
IF SSTAT(IS) EQ DOWN, LET SSTAT(IS) = OUT STATUS57
IF NPOS(IS) EQ 0, LET SSTAT(ISI = OUT STATUS58
IF SSTAT(IS) EQ OUT, GO TO 7 STATUS59
_&D rTO3 FOR AII 4-ManY TN MfnT ( S) STATUSF60
IF MSTAT(MOOSY) EQ 2, GO TO 38 STATUS61
Q AIR n N fI TS.I- mnnSY). STATUS62
IF DELTA EQ O., GO TO 7 STATUS63
38 LOOP STATUS64
LET SSTAT(IS) ..UP S-ATUS65
LET KK = 0 STATUS67
IF TRIG + TRIG2 EQ 1, GO TO 10 STATUS68
OC TO 39, FOR I=(FSAT(JSY))(LSATIJSY)) STATUS69
IF VTATTI) 1f liP, I K =ET K + I STArUS70
IF SSTAT(l) EQ DOWN, LET KK .KK +1 STATUSTI
39 LOOP.. STATUS72
LET IPQL_ POLON JST) STATUS 73
LET IT Q fFlN STAUSTU
IF IPOL EQ 0, LET IT = OUT STATUS75
IF IPOL EQ 1, LET IT = OUT STATUS76
IF IPOL EQ 4, LET IT = OUT STATUS77
TF TTMF CF T. sYl. aISY1 [FT TT 11lT STATUS78
If K ME O, LET I T = DOWN STATUST9
IF KK NE C, LET IT = DOWN STATUSS0
LET STAT (JSY)= IT STATUSSi.
IF _ F JFI P f.ISY1 I FT STALISY PSTATtS
10 LET IP = IS - FSAT(JSY) + 1 STATUS83
IF TRIG + TRIG2 EQ v1 GO TO 54 STATUS84
IF TLAST(IS) EQ 0., GO TO 54 STATUS85
TF eTATtTS) FQ IIP, .To .1 STATUS 6
IF TLASTlS) LT O. GO TO 52 S 8ATUS87
LET SDTSISS S SOTST(IS) + TIME - TAST(IS) STATUS8s
51 IF TLAST(IS) GT 0., GO TO 52 STATUS9i
LET A = TIME + TLAST(IS) STATUS92
LET TLASTIIS) = TIME STATUS93
IF A FQ Q.. GO TO 52 STATUS94
LET ONTST(IS) = ONTST(IS + A STATUS95
LET G223(IS) = C223(IS) + 1. STATUS96
IF N223(IS) GT A, LET 223(TS) = A SIATUS97.
IF X7;3flS [T A, IFT. .?3fT . = A STATUS98
52 LET IY = JSY STATUS99
IF STAT(IY) EQ UP, GO TO 53 STATU100
IF TLASY(IYI LT 0., GO TO 54 STATUI01
I FT SnrSY(TY) = SjTSYITY + TTMF - TI ASYTYA STATUI02
LET TLASY IY) -TIE STATU o 3
GO TO 54 STATU104
0,nIF TLASY0Y) T  GO TO 54 STATUt05
LET & = T MF + TARYftY4 STATU1W6
LET TLASY(IY) = TIME STATUI07
IF A EQ 0., GO TO 54 STATUI08
LET ONTSY(IY) = DNTSY(IY) + A STATUI09
.. .__LT. .iia.TY = C2n Vi -T + 1. _ _ STAIU1
IF N208(IY) GT At LET N208(IY) = A STATUIl1
TF 1?RI8TY) IT A, I FT Xn _0(TYL = A STATliU2
54 IF TRIG NE 0, RETURN STATUIi3
IF TINE LT TIMEB RETURN STATU114
IF TRIG2 EQ O, CALL FILES(IS,IM,IST) STATUii5
I FT NSY = SYNAHtIRY) STATU 116
LET NSS = STAT(JSY) STATU117
LET KST = SNAME(JST) STATU118
LET KSS = SSTAT(IS) STATUi19
TIF 1 EQ f. GO TO fil,1741,1i4,1 ,I, _717.1R,'9), TST STATUi2_i_
LET MST = MNAME(JMD.) STATUI21
GO, TO (21,22,22,24,25 25,27,Z6,2e,291,IST STATU122
11 WRITE ON 6,TINENSY P,NSSKST STATU123
RETURN STATU125
12 WRITE ON 6,TIME NSY,IPNSS,KST KSS STATU126
FORMATIS5,M5.2.2,S3,A6,t3,Si,A6,S4.,A6,S4,A6) STATU127
RETURN 2TATUI ?R
i14 WRI TE Q-ON 6*TIME NSY*IP, NSKS:T I TATU129




17 WRITE ON 6,TIME,NSYIP,BLANKKST STATUi35
FORMA IIq5M 5-.o2*T0A 6T*1.3 AbS'.A-0 It PAYI0An TOO HFAVY f+.++2TAT*l36
RETURN STATUi38
21 WRITE ON 6 TI ENSY,IPNSSKSTKSS,MST STATU39
RETURN STATU14
22 WRITE ON 6,TIME NSYIP,NSS KST.KSS,MSTvISTAT STATUi42
FORMAT(S5,M5.2.-tS3,A6,I3,Si, A6 9S4,A6,S4A6,S4,A6,S4,A6) STATUi43
.24 'WRTE 0N 64TINE *SYIPNSStKSTiKSSMST STATU145
." RMAT(S 5, .2.AT6, i39 Si, A6 ,S4 A6, 494A6-,AS ,9 AS41 *LAUNCHED)I SrrrATU146
FORMAT(S5,M5.2.2,S3,A6,I3,S1,A6,S4,A6S4,,.A6,S4,A6,S4,ME UPGRADE*)STATU49
RETURN ST ATU150
26 WRITE ON 6,TIME,NSY,IP,NSSKSTKSS ST STATUiS1
TURN STATU153
1 TITE ON 6,TI1E. NSYIPNSSKST STA 154
l EOI1MAT9SSs 2. S,6,' 3~s,:' A A6,S4,*fE4OVEQ STAT155
_TURN- sTA. 6 sr.
19 WRITE ON 6,TIMENSYIP,NSSKST STATUi57
FORMAT(S5,M5.2.2,S3,A6,I3,SiA6,S4,A6,S4wSATELLITE REQUIRES EXPENSTATU58
E VEHICLE -------------------------------------------------------) STATU59
-. F-XuRE ~N STATUl16 l
• :K. : : .. .. : / , . ..II
27 WRITE ON 6,TIME,NSYIPOLANKKST BLANK,M ST STATU161
F OA .M.2.2.R..AA.TT.1.AA. A .AAS.AA. .AA.S.*PAYL ) TOO 'STATIU16
*HEAVY +++++++++++++++ +++ ++++++ ++++ ++++++++*+++) STATU163
RETURN STATUt64
....29 . RITE..ON 6, TIMNE'NS.Y,IP,N:SS,KSTKSS.,HST STATU165




hNDOCGENtIS EVENT TERM ... TERM 2
C TERM 3
C THIS ROUTINE WILL E A4CTIVATED AT THE END OF A MONTE CARLO CYCLE TERM 4
C TERM S
S TT MAY RESTART THNE P PRRAM F R THF NFET CYI F .R rAU9F T.HF TFRM 6
C TERM 7
C TERMINATION OF THE RUN WITH STATISTICS. TERM 8
C TERM 9
ITF TRTG F 0,. WRTTF ON 6.TT$F TERM iQ
FORMATIf ,S5,M5 .2., S3 TERMINATE SI U L A T I O N *  TERM 1
IF TRIG? EQ 0v CALL FILEO T ERN 2
T ERN 13
. rATHFR NnNTF CAgI o FNf oF cYiiF STATTSTTms FOR VFHTCF9/SATFilITTFS 1T 4 t&
C TERM 15
LET TRIG = TRIG + 1 TERM 16
IF LOAD IS NOT EMPTY, GO TO I TERM 17
IC rwl MVF TERM 1i
CALL MCMOD TERM 19
CALL MCSAT TERM L9
CALL HGSYS ..... ... TERM .0
IF TRG GF TRTGS, GA TO 5 Fi 17
C TERM 23
C INITIALIZE ANOTHER CYCLE TERM 24
C TERM 25
GRFATF START TERM 26
LET TIME = o TERM 27
CAUSE START AT 1. ERM 8
.OESTROY TERM TERM 9
RET.RN -ERM 31
C TERM 31
C LOADING QUEUE CONTAINS TRASH -- STOP RUN TERM 32
SC TERM 33
S 4 FTO . FAR ALl PAYL rN LOA TERM 3
SF LQTIM(PAYLD) GT 3000.:, CALL QMPIlSATPAYLD:),IMOO(PAYLD),ILL) TERN '
20 LOOP TERM $
IF LOAD IS EMPTY, GO TO .i TERM 3?
. - - J_ ._. RTE.DttE fl ..6 TER..M 3.. ____i__
FORMAT(SS59---RUN STOPPED DUE TO DATA IN LOADING QUEUE AT ENO OF CTERM 39
SYCLE*) TERM 40
00 TO 2, FOR ALL PAYLD IN LOAD TERM 41
-A FT =.SNAMF(TTSAT ISAT(PAYLOI)) TERM 42
LET A = LQTIM(PAYLD) TERM 43
r F TM0nI(PAYI L F) Q 0, WR TTF iN A,T,A TFRM 4.
FORMAT(S5 SASATELLITE - *A6,* S.I CE *,M5.2)1 TERM 45
IF IMOD(PAYLD) NE 9, WRITE ON 6 4NAME(NOMO(fIHOO(PAYLD)J),IA TERM 46
FORMAT(S5,*4ODULE - *tA6 r * ON SATELLITE - *~A69* SINCE * ,5.2.2) TERM 47
V LOOP TFRM t 8
LET TRIGS = I TERM 49
GO TO 10 TERM 50
C TERM 51
C FINAL OUTPUT TFRN 52
C TERM 53
5 CALL TE1R1O TERM 54
STOP TERN 55
SUBROUTINE TERMO TERMO 2
C TERMO 3
C OUTPUT STATISTICS AT END OF RUN TERMO 4
. TFRMA 5
WRITE ON 6,TRIGS :: TERNO 6
FORMATt*1 STATISTICAL SUMARY FOR *,I4' NMONTE CARLO .CYCLES*/TERMO 7
S /) .. TERMO 8
IET A = TPT TFRNl g
W' RITE ON 6 TERMO 10
SFORMAT(S25,*FLIGHT SUMMARY*/Si8lBSHUTTLE*S1i5,TUGg,Si7 *SEPS*/ TERMO tl
, YEAR MIN AVG MA AG M MIN AMG AX iIN AVG TERMO 12
*IAX*) TERnA 13
DO TD 10 FOR I=t.1)( tNYEAR) TERO 14
LET TI I TERMO 15
LET TUGFY4I- = TIME8 + TI TERMO 6
TFMAX9MZI' En GO GO T 10 TFDMn 1?
LET 3 = SUM39(I) TERMO 18
LET 3 = B/A TERMO 19
LET C = SUM90(I) TERMO 20
iFT C = UA TFRMO 21
LET 0 =UM86 tI) TERHO 22
LET Q D/A TERMO 23
RITE ON 6,TUGFY(I), IN90I) CMAX99)(,IiN39I),B,MAX39tlI, . TERMO 24
FORMAT(18,18,04.1,I6,18,04.1,I6,18,04.iI6) TERMO 26
10 LOOP TERMO 27
LET 8 = ITFLT TERMO 28
LET A = ARA TFPRH 29
LET C = IESUT TERMO 30
L:ET C C/A : TERMO 31
LET 0 = IFSEP TERMO 32
IET E = nfA TFRMO 33
WRITE ON 6,NFSUT,C,MFSUT,NTFLT,MTFLT NFSEP,DMFSEP TERMO 34
FORMAT(* PROGRAM*,I8,O.1,I6,I8,~4.il6,I8,D4.1,I6) TERMO 35
00 TO 5, FOR I=(I)(3) TERMO 36
T__ tF M TDITI F inont.. FT HMTfITn = TERMO 37
IF M VA 1) :o 1000.9 LET MCVA.(I) =0. TERMO 38 __
IF TG'!MI) 1(,0-.G -- TEmnO 40 -
LET VIOCI = VTO(I)'.360s/TCVACI) TERMO 41.
LET TCIVA (I TC-VAll I/A TER#IO 42
LET. M:TO(1) tIT *)36a-TEMI-F- X~~rl tT)TERMO 44
IF IEQ ItLET E C TERt4O 45
IF I EQ 2, LET E =8 ERO4
IF I EQ 39 LET E 0 TFR.MO 46
LET t4GVA~Ii MGIVAIflQO;S.E T.ERMO 48
LET XCVA(I) XCVA(I)#i00./E T ERMO 49
5 - LOOP~ TEWO 50,
WRilT;: ONt k, AV 1I TqAI ,CIA Ll I C CA1)vjVA( TFRMO 51
?CVA(3),ICVA(3)vXCVA(3) TERMO 52
FORMAT(*DPERCENTtD6o. 204. 1#06.i 2410 024.1)' TERt4O 53
WRITE ON 6,MTO(t),VTD (1) YT0(1), 4(2,T0(2 ,XT0(2)t EMO5
F RTI3,DJ LAY *06,1 ,a*s6iZ4*961241 TERNi
IF EXTUG NEUWRITE ON 6,EXTUG.EA 5
WRITE ON 6 TAFCStAY/0 ET TERMO 62
FORMAT(*ViS30,'ORBIT TAFCSMAY**S1 V6GEFLIGHtTS* STERMO 61#15,*AVERAGE 6P WEIGHT*,S9,*SHUTTLE ONLY*/Sitf~I fHUTT
___ 
r SHtIT11 E ~. , 5P!3 LOAD FACTOR*IS11 JERMO
00 TO 30v, FOR I=t(o )TERI4O
I..F WSHUT(I) NE 0., LET WSHUT(ID z VW4U T f1)/ G.S4U T( 1) 'TERlO
___ 
cPrI'Z~ NE~f FtIT A FP-STf .'-M p-hzFQ~q TERHO 68
IF WTUG (ID NE 0., LET WT1JG (I) WTUG (I/CTUG M(I)H 6
LET OSHUTMI = C HUT(I)fA TERMO 69
LET CSEPS(I = CSEPS(II/A TERMI 70
1__ F T CTtI( (ri-= ri.I T) ZATERMO -71
'LET J ROSUT (IORS) TERMO, 72,
IF J EQ 0, LET J =. I. TEMO73LtET B,; WSHUTI () IHCO V (J)ITMM7
*WSEPS(I)9B TERMO 76
FORMAT(S3,Ao,306.1,012, 209,09.2) TERMO 77
30 L.OOP- TERMO 78
r)R N TERI4O 7
F ORMAT VIt I T M .4 8.0
L T EQSAT 0). M
nF.Tl 3 EaT f t) f(lT!M31 ... .9-w
IF SYNAM(1) EQ 0, GO TO. 13 TRO8
IF FSATMI FQ 09 GO TO 03 TERIIO 85
WRITE ON 6,SYNAM(I) TERMO 86
SEat~t~f. ST TTST TC S FOR SSIE *sA6) --IiRMO 87
00 TO 12, F3R J=(FSAT(I))(LSAT(I)) TERMO 88
LET TRES - 0 .R 9 __
LET ICEQ = 0 TER1O 90
IF SORTE(ITSAT(J)) NE 0., GO TO 110 TERMO 91
IF MOD(J) IS EMPTY, GO TO. 12 TERMO 92
RITE .T 6 ."RMp 93
FORMAT(* O DULE MIN AVG MAX MIN FLT AVG FLT MAX FLT*) TERMO 94
DO TO 11 FOR ALL MODSY IN MO0(J) TERMO 95
LET B UM=lUNUMODSY) TERMO 96
__LET B = B/A -'TFRMO 97
IF NRU(MODSY) NE 100, LET ICEQ = ICEQ +1 TERMO 98
LET TRES = TRES * 8 TERMO 99
LET 0 = MINLF(tMOI)S) :TER10 90
SLT SUE I mF(_nSl' TyM)nl i.
LET E = E/A TERMOIO2
LET F = MAXLF(MOOSY) TERMOi03
LET 0 = 0/100. TERMOlO.
LET E '1n. TFRMI a5
LET F Ft0 TERMO 10.6
IF MAXNUtWOSY) EQ O WRITE ON 6, MNAMEfNOMO O(00SY) TIERMO I 0
* NRU(tOoSyl TERKOM 8




HMAWNLM.nnSY 7 .O.F.F TFRM1113
FORMAT4S3,S 3A691,s.16,3O5.,) TERM0114
ii LOOP ERMOU5
110 LET S227(Jt = SZ7(J)/A ER116
LET B = B/A TERMOIt8
WRITE ON 6 SNAME(ITSAT(JV),B N227TJ,S2271J),X227(J) TERM0119
FORMAT(* SATELLITEr*/S3,A6,S ,04. 1,66305.2) TERM0120
Lt SSAT S TsaIs +8 T ERMO 122
LET E nCEQ TERMt123
IF E NE 0 LET TRES TRES/E TERMO 124
WRITE ON 6, TRES TERMOI26
FORMAT(* EQ SAT*,S6 04.2) TERMO127
LET EQSAT = EQSAT + TRES TERM0128
IEl sq1IM-_i = 4Z1MS_1 _ 1I l A TFRMnIQ
WRITE ON 6 INSl )S1J) LJMAXSLt) TERM0130
.FORMAT(*O ATELLITE TOTAL FL:TS *.::i 52 TE RMO13
IF C223 1J) EQ 0., LET C.23J) =:i. TERM: 32
LET F = .RST ( ) .. :.v 333MN __"
LET E= DNTST(J) *360./C223(J) TERMOI34
IF N223(J) EQ 1000., LET N223(J) = 0. TERMOI35
LET N223(J) = N223(J)*360, TERM0136
. .T ...223(J) = '- . )" Th. . T.-F.f.-7
WRITE ON 6,N216(J),F,X216(J) TERM0138
- -CRMAT(*0 P-P=RFNT SATFI I TTF AVATI - ,.fl?) TFRMTOI_9__
WRITE ON 6,N223(J),E, X223(j) TERM0140
FORMAT(4 0 ELAY INTERVAL TO RESTORE,3D5.2) TERM0141
12 LOOP TERMO142
LFT qYlFTIT = RYl-F 11 ZA TFRM0143
WRITE ON 6,NSYLF(I),SYLF(I),XSYLF(I) TERMOIt4
FORMAT('0 SYSTEM TOTAL FLIGHTS *,305.2) TERMO145
IF FSAT(I) EQ 0, GO TO 13 TERMOI46
IFT F = PF SYI./A TERMOI4t
If CZO 8(I EQ ., LET CZ08(I)= 1.. TERMO148
LET E NT TI*: 360.1 /C208 (I) TERM011.9
IF N208(I) EQ 1000., LET N208(l 0. ITERMOi50
1T N7t I = N20AtTU*Ak.f TFRMl41
LET X208(I) = X208(I)*360. TERM0152
-IF X200(I) EQ 0. GO TO 16 TERM0153
WRITE ON 6,N2001),F,X200(I) TERMOI54
FORMAT14n PFRFNT SYSTFM AVATLARLF *.30 5.2 TERM0155
WRITE ON 6,N2 I)00 ,EX208I) .TER 01i56
FORM.. .:AT(1 DELAY INTE VAL TO REST3RE*,305.2) TERM0157
16 WRITE ON 6 RMtSfFpMT: 4. T i .--- - - l-------a ;-: i- .-- ..- --- - TFRM1.5 -9E i
13 LOOP TERMO16O
WRITE ON 6, TSATS,EQSAT TERM016
FORMAT(*0 TOTAL SATELLITES *,D4.1/*0 EQU. SATELLITES *,D4.2TERM0162
_ | TFRMO0163
WRITE ON 6 ERM 1:Ot64
FORMAT(*1i MODULE SUMMARY*//S20,4WARf4*S24,*FAIL*S22,*REPLACE*/TERt4Oi5
*, NAE MIN AVR MAX MIN AVR MAX TER0166
00 TO 15, FOR I=(i)(MITAB) TERM0168
IF MNAMEfI) EQ 0 GO TO 15 TERMOI69
IF Sl21(I) + S124(I) + Si29 ) Ea 0, GO TO 14 TERM1O70
IFT A = I?1(T) TERM0171
LET = S/ff K TERMO72
LET C = S125(I) T RM0173
L T. Q A T RM174
FT 024%am..... = .&19 .. .:..TERMO-17
LET 0 = D/A TERMOI76
IF N125(I) EQ 1000, LET N125(I) = 0 TERM0177
IF Ni29(I) EQ 1000, LET N129(I) = 0 TERMO178
IF N1711TI EQO Ifin. LET N1?1(l) = n TRMt0179
wORMAT(S2,A6,J6,OD7.ta O7.1,2I9,Z9,9) 0ERMO182
G(l TO 1 TERMGi3
14 WRITE ON 6,MNAME(I) TERMHO18
FORMAT(S2,A6) TERM0185
15 LOOP TERMOI86
_ __ REIURN TERMOI87
END TERM1O88
ENnnGENOhIS EVFNT WARN WARN ?7
C WARN 3
C THIS ROUTINE WILL ATTEMPT TO SCHEDULE THE LAUNCHING OF A REPLACEMENT WARN 4
C WARN 5
c manfis F-. TF SIjCrFFSlFI, THE GfIRRESPONftM FATI tJRE MUST RaF Ri .KFn WARN 6
C WARN 7
IF IT EXISTS WARN 8
C WARN 9
LET TS = PSAT.IW&PNI WARN fif
LET IM = PMOtbf(WARN) WARN 11
IF SSTAT (IS) EQ OUT, RETURN MARN 12
LET NOwARNOMOO tt.: = NOWAR(NOO ()) + WARN 13:
CALL WTT!'SfTSTM,8) MARN 1I&
LET DELAY = WSATU WARN 15
IF TIME + DELAY GT TGO(IS), RETURN WARN 16
CALL SHIP(IS,IM) WARN 17
.. I RFrANl Tr T M. l MARK IA
II DE $1 O. RETURN: MARK 19
CEA NC WARK 2
LET .. isLAUNC) 1$ I WAR• tL
, fY $1 All~4t T KAM 7
CAUSE LAUNC AT TIME + DELAY WARN 23
RETURN WARN 24
END WARN 25
I SRO"! lTTMI WFIli f AMW.W.TW.AF. F)TFI WFTl 1
,10 > ' . WETI8L 3
C WETBUL FUNCTION FOR FAILURE AND WARNING TIMES .EIBWL 4
C MEI BUL 5
IF AW EQ 0., GO TO 5 WEIBUL 7
IF TIMEC EQ 0., GO TO i WEIBUL 8
LET AX = TIMEC WEIBUL 9
T n W1FTRill1 in
i AX = RANF(t MET OILI I
2 'AX = -At,0G%) . .El BULi2
0v III 
iI I t N 1. LE AX =&)( A-- 4fE$Li U
LET TF 0. WEIUL1
IF AF EQ 0 , RETURN WEIBULI6
LET AX = iW/AF WEIBUL17
,IF RF WE 1. I FT a= AX**RF FTFlII1 A
LETAN3 3t PtAX) tIWL19
IF TIIEC 0 4 GO TO .3E18UL20
LET AX =I : :C : EIBUL2I
GO To . MFTRUtI27
3 LET AX = RANF(N) WEISUL23
4 LET AX = -ALOG(AX*AN3) WEIBUL24
IF OF NE i., LET AX = AX**(I./BF) WEISUL25
. LET TF = AAF.Y WFTU L26
RETURN WEIBUL27
S____ FT TF = . WFTRUtL~-
IF AF EQ 0., RETURN:::::::: :. EIBUL29
IF TIMEC EQ ., GO TO 6 i:..IBUL30
LET AKX_=TIMEC... WEIBUL31
no T 7 WFTRUi 3?
6 LET AX = RANF(N) WEIBUL33
7 LET AX = -ALOG(AX) WEIfUL34
IF- BF NE 1., LET AX = AX**(I./BF) WEIBUL35
_I FT_ TF = AF*AXW FR U3l
RETURN WEIBUL37
END EIBUt338
SUBROUTINE pRFOfUIMfDlLEGPLEGNLEGWPERtEXITERFLG NT) PRFORM 3... ... R, .... : _, v  d
ftnMMnRjITEN Z/TYPE o*"- TG *SPARf 31 A S3 I * Else 13) PRFORM 1
X ,REUSE(3),WGA,TR PRFORM 5
X FEAS(2) PRFORM 6
COMMON/4ISC/G PRFORM 7
CrMMONAlTfllpl Tfl,HCflTRO, smPTTLFFTalTNTUGS PRF1RM A
Ctl1OmiUMSEPVEHSEPSi S E gP SISP, PKRTE R gOR 9





MLA MPLB MPROMPS PRFORM 1
AS PRFLIR147 0
*qMPLA MPL8 PRFORM21
DATA TYPE/1OHEXP XSTAGE/ PRFORM22
DATA NSERV/O/ PRFORM2 3
DATA PSFRVVSFRV/86165..3074.66/ PRFORM24
OATA G/32.i?25/ PRFORM25
C PRFORM27C PFRF - SFTq UP AND i00flfOS THF SPFClTFT PRFOR2 a
C PERFORMANCE SJBROUTINE TO BE EXECUTED PRFORM29
C SSHOT - SLINGSHOT - LIQUID UPPERS PRFORM30
C SSLQD - SINGLE STAGE LIQUID PRFORM31
C - SEPS"I.- SEPS SIMULATOR . PRFORH3
CALL SSLQD (DVLEG,PLEGNLEG) PRFORM37
GO TO 50 PRFORM38
10 DO 20 I = 2,NSTG PRFORM39
IF (SPAR(T) .NE. 0 1 GO TO 30 PRFORM40
20 CONTINUE PRFORMW 1
__.eLL S.S-_,T iDVLE 1GPLEG-NLEG)- PRFQ
GO TO 50 PRFORM4 3
30 CALL TRNKC(DVLEGPLEG) PRFORM44
GO TO 50 PRFOR45
4w MiSN - MISSN & I PRFfRM _6
MPLA = PLEG(I) PRFORM47
MPLB = PLEG(NLEG) PRFORM48
CALL SEPX (MPLA, MPLB,ERFLG,NEXIT ) PRFORM49
T_ - PRFORM50
MT = NTUGS PRFORM5i




50 WPER = 10OO.(1.-AMAXI(FEAS(1),FEAS(2))) PRFORM57
RF"69
k-,StRGUT INE- CONECfNSqNVEtHiSESP)E
CTXW- ,II 1 GT THE NECESSARY AIOtN EATA rbM E 3
C .CONEC 5
COMMON/SEPVEH/SEPS,MS EP SISPiSEPKiSRTSEP CONEC 6
OMMON/TUGVEH/TYPENS TG SAR( 3,S (3), WP3),EISP(3) CONEC 7
INTEGER SES CON. rA
IF.NSTG.E.O) NSTG I . . Im
. STG NS . .... ........... ...
RETURN CONEC 13
END CONEC 14
SUBROUTINE LINKTiI,A,BiC,O E,JFiG) LINKT 2
MMN#TIIF/TYPFNTPGPARf MSI PAf3I-FTPl-| L TNKT 3
,REU E 3 GATCT 4
WPAI GENERAL LININPUTT 8
REUSE(1) 1 T. - E LINKT 9
5 SPARII) JF LINKT 10
-G.A - G I TNIKT 11
C SSLQD - PERFORMANCE ROJTINE FOR SrNGLE STAGE LIQUID SSLQD 4
C GENERAL INPUT SSLQO 6
W4S THE STRIIC HTIIRE WTIT Fl I"HF STAG.F Si qn 7
o WPA THE ALLOWABLE PROPELLENT WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES SSLQD 3
-TSP FFFFTTVF TSP (IFC) v-90a 9
G GRAVITY (CONSTANT) SSLQ 0
C WGA ALLOWASLE GROSS WEIGHT SSLQD 11
NSG ----- NUMBER OF STAGES SSLQD 12
C SSLQD 14
C SPECIFIC INPUT SSLQD 15
C DVLEG OELTA V FOR EACH LEG SSLQD 16
c PlFG * PAYIfA' ON FACH I.F( Sq 3p 17
S C NLEG NUMBER OF LEGS StQo 18
FEASiIt PROP. EIIFNT WFTG..T RATTfO I..... t ,
C FEAS(2) GROSS WEIGHT RATIO SSLQD 22
C SSLQD 23
C IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO t CONSTRAINTS NOT EXCEEDED SSLQD 24
STF aRFATFR THNFM J GaNTRATNTS FXCFFF S 25
SSLQD 26
"-.i: :...:f f h f::::::::::::::si:::::,::: ::: I
X WIFi 3m-1,sWGATR SS O 27
, X FEAS(2) SSLQD 30
6COMON/lISC/G SSLQD 31
REAL MR SSLQD 32
WP = . D 33
N =.NLEG LQD 34
gN1 = ' EISt(i) QD 35
00 1 I LQD 36
F&PF SSLOD 37
MR = E(P( EXPI) SSLQO 38
© WPI = (WS(i)+ WP-+ PLEG(N) ) IAR - 1.0 SSLQD 39
WP = WP + WPI SSLQD 40
I N = N - t 8 SL0 41
C SSLQO 42
C OK NOW HAVE WEIGHT FOR LEG SSLQD 43
C SSLQD 44
S= UP + WEt4) 4 PIFGil) SSlOD 145
FEAS(1) = WP I WPA(i) SSLQD 46
FEAS(2) =WG / WGA SSLQD 47
RETURN SSLQD 48
FNn SSLQp 49
UT INE SSHOT f0VLEGsPLEG L-Gt SSHOT 2
C SSHOT 3
G S$HOT - PERFORMANCE ROUTINE FOR THE SLINGSHOT TViPE SSHOT 4
_FTI1 TIV3 [FS AND FTTHFR 2 OR SSHOT _
C 3 STAGES* SSHOT 6
C SSHOT 7
C GENERAL INPUT SSHOT 8
SI i E STRUCTURE IFTfGT FOR THE STAGES SSHOT 9
C WPA THE ALLOWABLE PROPELLENT WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES SSHOT 10
FTSP EFFFTIVE TsP IlFC) S5HT 11
C G GRAVITY SOt4STANT) SiST 12
C GA AL L OWA B L E  OSS WEIGHT SHOT 13
c NSTG NUM8ER AGS .SSHOT 14
R.tSFE RlI'S 8'F MI AG 0 E XRE4NHABI I R IS AlT L
C SSHOT 16
C SPECIFIC INPUT SSHOT 17
C DVLEG DELTA V FOR EACH LEG SSHOT 18
SPl E PAYI OAD Ohl 'A'i IG S - -flT IQ
C 4LE q NU1ERf O EGS $Of LT 20
C .. OT 21
C FEAS(2) GROSS WEIGHT RATIO SSHOT 24
C SSHOT 25
SIF..... LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO i CONSTRA YS NOTE-XCEEOED SSHOT 26
ST- G T HF...A..RAINT. SHOT ?
.FE ASx F (2" SSHOT 32
ONMON SCi '-"SSHOT 33
REAL MR - . SSHOT 34
#P NSTGI= SO 3 .
IF ( NLEG .EQ. 1 ) GO TO 20 SSHOT 40
C SH'OT 41
C IF "ORE THAN 04E LEG t oHPUTE N WTS SSHOT 4.2
91 4AT IL
WPI = (WS(NSTG) + WP(NSTG) + PLEG(N) I (N:R -i.0) SOT 48
WP(NSTGS) = P(NSTGI + PI HOT 49
10 N = N - 1 HOT 50
p St$wT R1
PU.TE. TE7J W .. ~:OT
C oWiNSNSTG I A,
PEA S) -8t T
IF ( FEAS(i) .GT. 1.0 I RETURN SSHOT 56
C SSHOT 57
C MISSION FEASABLE - CONTINUE SSHOT 8
ICK PTp SIIP NTNGI F I EG COPLUITATTIN .S. SHIT 5,
A. ,"
: .:.::::i~..Ai: ".f . ,_ _ __._._ __.:_..._._"_ _.._ __"_._..... !!: .:. . .. _ _.._
C SSHOT 607 0 MR S (WRUNTaI + WPAfNRT.T + Pl F . 1 1 H T
X (WSINSIG) + WP(NSTGI + PLE () I S .. T 62
Ti = ALOG( MR SHOT 63
C SSHOT 64
W FniPRM BFTA V FR UIPPER 5TAGF ANl aSSHOT 69_ __
C SEE IF ITS SUFFICIENT SSHOT 66
C SSHOT 67
DLTVU = DNI * Ti SSHOT 68
IF I TVIJ IT.  IVFG(i) 1 GO TO 311. SSHOT 69
C SSHOT 70




C NO IT NEEDS MORE SSHOT 76
C SSHOT 77
30 WpfI4STG) WPAINSTG)' SSHOT 7
DLTVLU 0.. . . . . . . . . 80
W_.2 Pi Ffti I SSHOT -.
C SSHOT 82
C TEST THE NUMBER OF STAGES.- SSHOT 83
C SSHOT 84TF I N.ST -FQ. ? I an TO 6a SSHOT 84
C SSHOT 86
C . , ITS A THREE STAGE VICOLE - SEE IF THE S OT 87
SECOND STAGE 3 EXPENDABLE S HOT 8
IF ( REUSE(2) .EQ. O. ) GO TO 40 SSHOT 90
EWP2 = OLTVL*REUSE(2) /(G*EISP(?) SSHOT 91
MR = EXP (EXP2) SSHOT 92
" .TEST IF THERE IS ENOJrH PROPELLENT SSHOT 95
TF I wPf) .tT WPA1I G fl TO 4 l SSHOT 97
C SSHOT 98
C NO - SECOND STAGE CANNOT EVEN RETURN - ABORT SSHOT 99
C SSHOTi00
FFAStl) 1.5 SSHOTi t
RETURN SSHOT t
c. .SSHOT1 3
ITS OK - CONTINUE SSHOT_ 4
40 G2 = PLEG(t) + WP(3) + WS(3) SSHOTI06
fMR = (WS(2) + WPA(2) + WG2 ) / (WS(2) + WP(2) + WG2 ) SSHOTI07
OLTVLU = G* EISP(2) * ALOGM'R) SSHOTi08
S.. SHOTi.9
C TEST IF SECOND STAGE CAN DO THE MISSION SSHOTIIO
__ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
__ __ 
_--
IF ( DLTVLU .LT. DLTVL ) GO TO 50 SSHOTlt2
FEASCI) = .7 SSHOTII3-
RETURN SSHOTii4
SSSHnOT 116
C NO CONTINUE SSHOTii6
C SSHOTII7
50 WP(2) = WPA(2) SSHOTt8
C SSHOTII9
C ONLY TWO STAGE RETURN SSHOTi20
C SSHOT121
60 3LTVLL =DLTVL - DLTVLU SSHOT 22
ST G * F TSPtil SSHIT123
C SSHOTI24
G SET UP AND TEST IF T4E STAGE IS REUSABLE SSHOTi25
C SSHOTi26
SP(1)t = 0.0 SSHATi27
- F- -RE4 SEV( 1 EQ. Go.) GO TO -7Q SSHOTi28
S. .SSHOT129
C 4 COMPUTE TE HP S$SOT130
EXP3 = OLTVLL*REUSE(1) /T2 SSHOTi32
MR = EXP (EXP3) SSHOTi33
4n WPW) WSti) * (MR -1.0) SSHOTi34
:.FTEST IF FIRST STAGE CAN RETURN SSHOT136
SSHOTi37
. ( WP () .T;. t$A.i) ) GO TO 70 SSi 38
RETURN SSHOT40O
C SSHOTi
C ITS OK - CONTINUE SSHOTI42
S:70 EXP4 = TVLtZ S.SHOT 144
MR = EXP (E XP4. . SSHOT 45HGZ = NIG2 .1 4PA9I + WSt2) SSHOT146
wP' = if4td '',P(1 ' W(?G21 *ll-cl SR4T1L7
WPi "= WPIi) + WPI SSHOT148
FEAS(I) = WPi / WPA(i) SSHOTi49
WG = WG2 + WS(1) + WPi SSHOTi50
FEAS(21 = WG / WGA SSiHnT q
RETURN SSHOTi52
ENO SSHOTi53
SUBROUTINE TRNKC(DVLEGXPLEG) TRNKC 2
_..__ ___ __ .TRNKf 3
C GENERAL INPUT TRNKC 4
C WS THE STRUCTURE WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES TRNKC 5
C WPA THE ALLOWABLE PROPELLENT WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES TRNKC 6
c FTSP FFFFCTTVF TSP ISFI l TRNK_ 7
( : : .. .
C G GRAVITY (CONSrANT) TRNKC 8
W MGA ll NOWARI F ROS WEITGHT TN_ ___
C NSTG NUMBER OF STAGES TRNKC 10C REUSE REUSALE FLAG 0 = EXPENDABLE i = REUSABLE TRNKC ii.. . . . . . . .... . . .... .... :. G  .  t: : : : .. .. : ' : " T R K2c TgNKr.1C VLEG(i) DELTA V FOR LOW ALTITUDE BURN TRNKC 1
C DVLEG(2) DELTA V FOR HIGHLOW ALTITUDE BURN TRNKC 14
C DVLEG(2) DELTA V FOR HIGH ALTITUDE BURN TRNKC 15
C NLEG SET EQUAL TO 2 TRNKC 16
c • TRNKC 18
:: C -:O::: ii! :: i . ' U T P U T .. : T N'::, ::.R C.1.5 :!~i: .. ... . :.!!:E ::
C" FEASfi) PROPELLENT WEIGHT RAXf0 TRKC 19C FEAS(2) GROSS WEIGHT RATIO TRNKC 0
"c .. TyRNir
C IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 1 CONSTRAINTS NOT EXCEEDEO TRNKC 22C IF GREATER THEN 1 CO-NSTRAINTS EXCEEDED TRNKC 23
C TRNKC 24
___TF. TflN PIF ti1l.WP I • TRNKC '5
GOtM off/TU0VEWT YPE, NSTG, SPAR( 3) jWS f3) , wPj(3 , EISP (3)TR.NKG 26
,REUSE 3) ,WGAtTR
cAMITE/ TNG7
• . i!::!. . 44It4T . . .. :_4/ ( . - .: .. - .: . .:::. .:: . ,: ...... . . . . . .,. :..... ...... . ... . .
COMMON/DELTAV/DVLEG(2) TRNKC 30C TRNKC 31
C INITILIZE AND COMPUTE STAGE WT TRNKC 32
KEAL 
MRK?,MRK4XIIMCK*MRAB,14Rl 
.. T.R- C 34
F E A tl i 0.5 TRNKC 35FEA (2) = '0:5 TRNKG 36F@tM~,a 1 2 n 1 G-In ggl 37
WPL2 = PLEGft) TRNKC 38
OVK2 = OVLEG(2) TRNKC 39
EXPI = DVK2 / (G * EISP(3) ) TRNKC 40
. MR1 = FxP (FXPil TRNKC 1
C XC 42C SECOND KIGC MUST 01 ALL F SCOND 6URN KC 43C NOW GET UEL REQUIREDFO S COND KICK KC 44
t7 WP(3) = (WS(3) + WPL2) * (MRK2 -160) TRNKC 46
FEAS(i) = WP(3) / WPAt3) TRNKC 47
c TRNKC 48
IF THE SFCONO KICK CANN0T D0 THE SECONQ AURN. EXIT. {RNKC I9
C IRNKC 50
If ( FEAS41) .GT. 10) RETURN RNKC 51
A Gr, RNKC 52
r_ ...... SECOND TFCAN S AGF AS-tiMF n FII - FxCFSS FUEL IS RNKC 53
c USED UP BY YAW STEERING TRNKC 54
C TRNKC 55
WGK2 WS(3) + WPL2 + WPA(3) TRNKC 56
TRNKC 57
NOW SET UP PARAMETERS FOR FTRST KICK TRNKC 58
DVC = 0 VL G ( 1)4 .75 TRNKC 60
DVAB = D\ILEGfI) -DVWO TRNKC 61
WPL =WGKa2 TRNKC 62
-- C KIK TRNKC 64
C MUST Sc3T UP PARAMETERS IF THERE WAS NO SECOND IC TRNKC 65
c TRNKC 66
-~__ 
VAB = VLEG(1) TRNKC 68
WPL = PLEG(1) TRNKC 69
cTRNKC 70
cNOW COUXIbiIFE THEI PMflESS T.RWC 71r-
C TRNKC 72
20 MRKMX =1.) + (WPA(2) /(WPL + WS(2 I TRNKC 73
7XP2 =DVC / (G* EISP(2)) 1TRNKC 74
MARnK EXR (EXP2' -R K--_ __ fC 75
EKP3 IV.Aa/- (G* EISP.(1) -TRNKC 76




REXP =REUSE(t) +1.0 TRNKC 81
IF ( MRKMX .GT. MRCK ) MRKMX = MRCK TRNKC 82
-1 ;7NV, EPP(1f )~ I IP~ TRNI(C R3
IRi. = m11AB MRGK 4LFINV / MR~t4X**ALFItNV 7 RM~KC 84
WPf2)=(WSt2) + WPL )*. (MRKNX -2.0 TRNKC 85
WP(I.) ((M1Rj-i.I'(WPA(2)WS,(.)+WP.L)) + ((Ri *RE XP- to) TRNXC 86
Ust Iw1 TRt4KC~ 87
WG =WPL + WPA(2) +WS(2) + WPMi + WS(1) TRNKC 88
FEASti) =WP(1) / WPAUl) TRNKC 89
FEAS(2) = WG / WGA TRNKC-90
RFTIRNTRMKQ 91
E NOl TRNKG 92
SUBROUTINE LOSE?(A,8 C0K ,F4G) LOSEP
COf1NON/SEPVEH/SEPS1H4i d,P,SISPSE.PK,SRTSEP -LOSEP
-PPf4 T LflSFp 4~
4S = A LOSEP 5
E = 8 LOSEP 6
P =C LOSEP 7
____-~ SL - n _ ___ L aSEP a
SR = H LOSEP 9
SEPK = -* I LOSEP 10
TSEP = F LOSEP li
-~ 
1- T I Dr %-G-------__tlFP 12 __ ___
RETURN LOSEP 1.3
END LOSEP 14
SU1ROUTIN4E FS!-PSV (NPERVSOT, PAY) SEPSV 2
-0 M11 NSO 1 N LL) --,RAYA-fl---______________ _ RFPSV 3
COMMON/SERVIS/NS EV, THETA ( O ), MPLS(0),PSERVg VSERV SEPSV 4
_raL Mp_ S FSV 5
NSERV = N SEPSV 6
DO 5 I = 1,NSERV SEPSV 7
THETA(1) = DT(I) .SEPSV a
5 tP SfT- = PAYfT) .. :: . FPSV _9_
RETURN SEPSV 10
END SEPSV ii
SUBROUTINE TWOBR(DV,FVI) TWOSR 2
...c TWORR 3
C TRANSFER ON TWO DV .S RATHER THAN ONE T:MOBR 4
C . . TWOBR 5
.:COMON/0ELTAV1/VLEG(2) . TWOBR 6
-
lVLEG 1::) =" i n i .. TWORR 7.
OVLEG(2) = (DV - OVi)*1.01 TWOBR 8
RETURN- TWOBR 9
END TWOBR 10
-URRIUTINF RFPX IMPLA.MPI .FRFL.NFXTT I qPX 2
SSEPX THE SEP EXECTIVE ROUTINE IT PERFORMS THE: E :X 4
-- ":LOGIC OF ..UTIIING OF THE SEPS VEHICLE SEPX 5
C SPECFIC INPUT SEPX 7
C MPLA PAYLOAD TO BE DEPLOYED SEPX 8
C MPLB PAYLOAD TO BE RETRIEVED SEPX 9
SE.PX 13
c MS SEPX 15
C MPT AMOUNT OF FUEL REMAINING SEPX 16
C TLEFT AMOUT 0 TIME HREMAIUNING SEPX 17
F SEPX iS
 MS 5
C PT AOU SPECINT OF FIC UEL EPSAINING SEPX 16C MOT 
REMAINING SEPX 17
rAP 21C P- :SEPX 9:
C TSEP SEPX 23
C TSEP SEPX 23
C SG GRAVITY 'ONSTANT SEPX 25
C OUTPUT SEPX 27
C T: EX IT TYPE OF EXIT FROM SEPIM. SUBROUT.INE SEPX 28SNT S NtBE R OF TUG FLIGHTS RQUIREO TO 00 THE SEPX 2
-_, HTrnTN AJ nRF TURN THF FXPFNQFQ SEPFS.TF -SEPX_3__
C ANY. NTUGS WILL BE BETWEEN I AND 3. SEPX 31
C TLEFT TIME AND FUEL REMAINING ON SEPS VEHEHICLE SEPX 3?o MPT IN ORBIT SEPX 33
C~..~~ - _ _ _ _SEPX __3_4_
OMON/ T JGVEH/TYPE,-NSTGSPAR(3), S () ', A(3),EISP (3) SEDX 35S O v F USE-(.3) , WGA,TR SEPX 36COMMON/SEPVEH/SEPS,MS,E,P,SISP,SEPK,SR,TSEP SEPX 37COiMON/OUTP/ TO,TU,HCO,ICOS, MPT, T LEFT, DOT,NTUGS SEPX 38COMMON/C2/TS SEPX 39
"EAL MPLS SEPX 41
RE4L MDT,MPT,MPTSV, 1FPL9, MPLA, PT SV SEPX 42INTEGER ERFLG SEPX 43
.J-ALT A. .- EU SL. ......... SEP 44
DATA NFL/O/ SEPX 45
SEPX 46C SEARCH INPUT PARAMETERS FOR MISTAKES SEPX 47SEARU-- SEPX 47IERR=f SEpX 9IF ( REUSE(1) .LT. 0.5 .AND. SEP< .GT. 0.5 ) GO TO 160 SEPX 50
IF ( REUSE(I) .LT. 0.5 .AND. MPL3 .GT. 0.0 ) IERR=15 SEPX 51U-.!- I ,laF--a-SeK_4. Al. MPL1 .G- - ERR __ sSErpX .52IF ( IER .EQ. 0 GO TO 5 SEPX 53MPLB=0.0 SEPX 545 CONTINUE SEPX 55
*C3=I. SEPX 57TU=O. 0 SEPX 58
- TS=O.O SEPX 59o -- 
------- T=O
in
ICOS=2 A5 SEPX 61C SEPX 62IF (NEXIT .GE. 1 1 GO TO 10 SEPX 63
G INITIALIZATION CALCULATATIONS SEPX 65 .C SEPX 66IF(NFL.N.0) GO TO 10 SEPX 67
----- 
-. S-EPX.... 6-9....C = SISP .80621 SEPX 69AOT = ( E P 4.409246 C / ( C ) SEPX 70TLEFT = TSEP SEPX 71
..........y  L. I -=-__ - -- yB L __ _ ._ 
. ........ .... SEF__RP.X. 7.2._ ......r(AVET = TLEFT SEPX 73
IPTV = MPT SEPX 74'TrCAp = ,.0 SEPX 75
.c INITIALIZATION COMPLETE SEPX 77
SEPX 78
C SEPX 79S10.NTUGS -
.. SEPX .80
3SAVLT = TLEFT SEPX 81AV i ,PT SEPX 823 AV , = ,TL;AP SEDX 83I.F ( EIFLG. .GE __ . GO. L.0 2... SEPX 34
...(
SE 0X .35
NO - SAVE PS NT CO.NITIONS SEPX 87
SEPX 58
4PTSV = PT 
SEoX 89
TSA VS = TLE FT 
SEPX 90
... .T.PSi. .- TC ~ 
SE. X 90
7O TO 30 
SEPX 92
Sa\S£ - _SEPX 93
SEPX 95
C .. -- SEP  
96
20. TLEFT = TSAVF SEPX 96
MPT =PTSV SEPX 97
RTCAP = 7TCPSV SEP 98
- ---- - ... . .
.. 
. . - n SEE I P *
L n  o - - T ~u -  I  SEPX 99




30 IF(MPL T. )- GO TO 410 SEPX 410
IF ( SEP(K .LT. 0.5 ) GO TO 40 SEPX 105
IF ( MPL6B GT. RTCAP ) GO TO 40 . .....
INITIATE A TUG FLIGHT TO RETRIEE PAYLOAD 
SEPX 107
AND THE NEARLY EXPENDED SEPS. SEPX 109
- -
- T H 
.S N 
-SSEPX 109
4 C SEPX lit
SAP =  *. 
SEPX 112
ETUGS C 2 
SEPX 112
C SEPX 115
.. .C. WITH THE PRESENT S 
SEPX 116
C I-ALL SECPIM (MPLA,MPLIB,,NX IT 
SEPX 17
-, CEET SEPX 
ii a
C LE IF-IT C- PNNO 
SEPX 11.SEPX 121
F . NFXIT .LT. . GO TO 9 
SEPX 120
N T U G =1SE 
P X 1 2 23
SC T ITS CONCLUSIVE - NTINUE 
SEPX 123
C ETEI THE 1AX WEIGHT THAT THE 
SEPX 14
c CPRESENT Sm'S C4N RETRIEVE 
ANO RETURN ITSELF SEPX 125
O E.A..RH.. ..... 
.




APTSS1= 4 'TSV SEPX 129
TSAVi1 =ISAV:- 
SEPX 130
.IFATCAP.L£.M.) GO TO.. ... 
SEPX 131
NTUS SEPX 132
-I TuA' .q .
SEPX 133
[F C ; sK .LT. • ) GO TO 75 SEPX 133,..
C NOW RETAIN THE PRESENT SEPS AS A NEARLY EXPENDED SEPS SEPX 135
__- -- _---- -- -ANR DE-TFRM INE--lIS-RELELL-E & PRTI F S SEPX 16 -
C SEPX 137
RTCAP=RTINC+10.0 SEPX 138
60 CALL SEPIM (0.0,RTCAP,INEXTT ) - SEPX 139
TF-- NEYTT -IU EX I-5-,- e I-E.; OTEX.- , TO In SFPU 1 ..........
IF ( NEXIT .EQ. 7 .OR. NEXIT .EQ.3 ) GO TO 70 SEPX 141
MPT = MPTSVI SEPX 162
TLEFT = TSAVI SEPX 143
RT C P =R T C AP + RT- _ __ S _._i_ ...
GO TO 60 SEPX 145
C SEPX 146
C IT CAN NO LONGER DO IT - INITIATE A NEW SEPS. SEPX 147
C z - EP I_8
70 RTCAP=RTCAP-RTINC SEPX 149
75 TLEFT=TSEP SEPX 150
MPT = TSEP #36400.0 M HDT SEPX 151
_C SFPX 1.5 _
C ............ HECK ON. THE .NEARLY..EX.PENE ONE .... SEPX 153
C SEPX 154
IFtMPLLT.5. GO TO 80 SEPX 155
IF ( MI PL a GT R.:T P GO T o 0 " ..._ : _: ...a _ •RFPY _ _1 ._.
C SEPX 157
N C THE PAYLOAD TO BE RETRIEVED IS WITHIN THE SEPX 158
C CAPABILITY OF THE NEARLY EXPENDED SEPS. SEPX 159
TNTTIATE & TIJ. LTTFIHT Tn RETRIFVF PAYInAn SF P .. _
C AND SEPS. SEPX 161
' SEPX 162
4PLB 0.0* SEPX 163
R9C AP 0 0 ._ SrW 16L
NTUGS = NTUGS + 1 SEPX 165
C SEPX 166
C CONTINUE - SEE IF THE. PAYLOAD TO BE DEPLOYED CAN SEPX 167
..... _RAF TAKEN IP ON TNTTTAL FI T.HT OF NEW.FSPS__SFP X_16
SEPX 169
80 CALL SEP1M (HPLA,0,O NEXIT ) SEPX 170
IF I NEXIT .GT: 4 ) GO TO £i;O SEPX 171
IF " NEXIYT . F_ 3 GTO :f _ 1
C SEPX 173
C CONTINUE - SEE IF THERE IS A PAYLOAD TO BE RETRIEVED. SEPX 174
C SEPX 175
IF MP TO 9.5 .S.--O--- EP 176
C SEPX 177
C CAN PAYLOAD TO BE RETRIEVED BE JAKEN ON SUBSEQUENT SEPX 178
C SEPS FLIGHT SEPX 179
-S-- -_--_C.--...----- 
..---- -- .- £1 8D
CALL SEPIM (0,MPLltC,NEXIT ) SEPX 181
IF (NEXIT..LE. 4 .OR. NEXIT .El. 10 ) GO TO 120 SEPX 182
IF ( NEXIT .GE. 7 ) GO TO 90 SEPX 183
-_.1 U .- 1 -- ------_._-U_-- S.PX + I___ _
90 CONTINUE SEPX 185
T_ SFNEPX E -R!) __ p 0U 
-
- ----- 
 PX 186 ..
IF(NEXIT.E4.2) RETURt SEPX 187
IF(NEXIT.E.5) RETUR SEPX 188
IF(NEXIT..E. 6) RETURN _SEPX 189.
-TE El _= SAVET __% SFPX I(La
MPT T SAVEM SEPX 191
RTCAP = AVER SEPX 192
RETURN SEPX 193R _FPX _ _ 9_4-__
C " ERROR CONDITIONS +* SEPX 195
C SEPX 196
In TRR = 1-g
GO TO 150 SEPX 199
t10 IERR = 2 SEPX 200
GO TO 150 SEPX 201
1?fl TFPR = A 202
O CONTINUESEPX 23
NTUGS -IERR SEPX 204
RETURN SERP 205
SGO TO 150 SEPX 207
END SEPX 208
SUBROUTINE FAZS FAZS 2
r FA7Z 3
c PERFORMS SEPS PHASICNGO, ASSUMING GONSTANT SEP THRUSTING. FZ 4
INPUTSt NSE V-=NUM3ER OF SERVICE LEGS. FS
D -.THETA ANGULAR TRAVEL (DES) OF EACH SERVICE LEG. FAZS :
S< iiiTS= payi.A n l I..N ..H F"VT. ........F t' FA7S 7
C PSERV,VSERV= PERIOD (SEC) AND VELOCITY (MPS) OF SERVICE ORBIFAZS 8
C OUTPUTS: MPT= FEUL REMAINIG AFTER PHASING (LBS), FAZS 9
C TLEFT= TIME REMAINING ON SEPS AFTER PHASING (DAYS). FAZS 10
GOMMON/OUT P/ TO TU,HCO ICOSMPT tL"FT 40DT NTUGS FAZS 13
:COMON/SERV S -RVt THETA(10)M LS'1t.i4PS RVVSERV F AZS , 4
r.nCaNf - FAZS 15
COMMON/TSA/TPLS(30),TUP,TDOWN FAZS 16
REAL MStPT,MOT MPLS,MKG FAZS 17
F=(MDOT*9.80621 ISP)/2.204623 FAZS 18
- nu] Cf=l*FPSERV)tiT / - *VSF RV FAZS 19 _
TS=TLEFT : - FAZS ..
- 00 100 N1i NSERV FAZS 21
MKG= (MS+ P + MPLS (N.)/2.202 FAZS 22
.............. 
LJ ____ ___-_ SI_ F' A7%.S.3S E 3
TLEFT=TLEFT-((REV*PSERV)/86400.) FAZS 24
TPLS(N) = TS-TLEFT FAZS 25
MPT=MPT- (MOT*REV*PSERV) FAZS 26SLnrII _ _ _ FAZS 27
TS=TS-TL FT FAZS 28
RETURN FAZS 30
END FAZS 31
SUBROUTINE TPHAS(A,N) TPHAS 2
CoMMAN/Ti qr/TPIS --30 ,TUP.-9T_ 
-W_
DIMENSION A(1) TPHAS 4
A(i) = TUP/360. TPHAS 5
A(N) = TOOWN/360. TPHAS 6
TFf N. Er F-) -FT TPULA& .-
NX = N-2 TPHAS 8
00O 5 I=I,NX TPHAS 9
5 A(I+) = TPLS(I)/ 368. TPHAS 10
... : FTI.R F4 
_ 
... 
_ " . .... __ _____ PHASI.
END TPHAS 12
SUBROUTINE SEPIM (MPLA,MPLBKSEP, NEXIT) SEPIM 2
C SEPIM 3
SSEPTM THrS SIIBfROJTTN7 COMPIUTFS THE PFRFOQMANGF SEPTM 
__
. .OF THE SEPS ON A DEPLOY. MISSION. SEPIM 5
SEPIN 6
C SPEGIFIC INPUT . .SEPIM 7HPl A M<YI An- To ar nrf P *Fn
C MPLB PAYLOAD TO 3E RETRIEVED SEPIM 9
C KSEP ERASE FLAG SEPIM 10
C 0 = DONT ERASE PRIEVIOUS MANEUVER SEPIM 11
1- : EFS PRTFUTnfI 'MSMANFLvFR FPTM 1 __
C NEXIT SET TO 0 PRIOR TO :ENTRY SEPIM 13
C SEPIM 14C: OUTPUT SEP1m 15
NXFYTT TYPF OF 'VT FROM SFPS TF MTITSa p t tRIFqFptm 16
C NTUGS NUMBER OF TUG FLIGHTS REQUIRED TO SEPIM 17
C 00 THE MISSION AND RETURN EXPENDED SEPS, SEPIM 18
C IF ANY. NTUGS WILL BE BETWEEN I AND 3 SEPIM 19
TIFT TTMf AND FIEl'I RFMATINTNf, N SFPR TN ORRTT sFPTM 3 0
C *#PT SEPIM 21
C SEPIM 22
COMMON/SEPEH/SEPS, MSS: P, SISP,SEP K,SRTSEP EPIM 23
:ntMoldOn TP TT-il.n FTHCo I : MPT.TI T. MnT.MT . FPrM _ _.._ _
COMMON/TABLE/TUGOV(20) SEPIM 25
COMMONISERVIS/NSERVDTHETA(10),MPLS(tO),PSERV,VSERV SEPIM 26
REAL MPLA,MPLBMSMPT,MRTJG,HCOICOS SEPIM 27
RFAI MPI_ SF P11 ;I_
REAL MOT SEPIN 29
TU=0.0 SEPIM 30
TD= O. 0 SEPIM 31
___ __I4C~0z-i6:LC.= 4 - .... __..r, 3
100S=26.5 SEPIM 33
C SEPIM 34
C FIRST TEST IF THERE IS A SEPS AVAILABLE SEPIM 35
- C..- -. -- _ __ - S EPI _
IF ( TLEFT .LT. TSEP -. 001 ) GO TO 20 SEPIM 37
C NO - ITS A NEW SEPS SEPIM 39
TLEFT = TSEP SEPIM 40
HPLA = MPLA + MS + MPT SEPIM 41
WP - ___._R = I, ... ( 2SEPI _ _. .
C SEPIM 43
, CALL TUGCP TO DETERMINE TUG CAPABILITY SEPIM 44
C SEPIM 45
3AL L TUL.GP f(WPLA.WPI 3 MRTG..J I _G____•- SPTM 46
IF (DVTUG .LT. TUGDV(13) GO T3 10i SEPIM 47
C SEPIM 48
C TUG DELIVERS SEPS ANO MPLA TO SYNC EQI SEPIM 49
__ SFPTI 50o
TLEFT = TLEFT -. 005 SEPIM 51
TU = 0.0 SEPIM 52
TO = 0.0 SEPIM 53
HCA=193.A.. SEPIM 54
ICOS=0. SEPIM 55
IF ANSERV.GT.:) CALL FAZS : SEPIM 56
NEXIT = 2 SEPIn 57
R FTUiN SEPIM 58
C SEPIM 59
C NEXT CHECK IF ITS.CAPA3LE SEPIM 60
C SEPIM 61
1i NEXTT = 3 SEPTM 62
IF t DVTUG .GT. TUGOVo ) RETJRN SEtPI 63
C SEPI M 64
C ITS OK .CONTINUE DETERMINE CHANEOVER ORBIT SEPTM 65
S : 0 SFPTM F6
CALL INTORB (DVTUGHCO,ICOS) SEPIM 67
C SEPIM 68
o DETERMINE THE SEPS DELTA V SEPIM 69
P _ SE T 70
CALL SEPOV (HCOITCOSDVSEPiMRSEP) SEPTM 71
C SEPIM 72
C PERFORM UP LEG AND: P:ASING SEPIn 73
.. ..... C_  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .... ._.,
CALL PLUPO (MPLA.MRSEPsTU ) SEPIM 75
IF (NSERV.GT.0) CALL FAZS SEPIM 76
C SEPIM 77
..... .. SET NF X TT AND TFST IF THERF IS FUEL CMAINING .SEPII __ .....
C SEPIM 79
NEXIT = i SEPIM 80
IF ( MPT .GE. 0.0 ) RETURN SEPIM 81
C SEPS CANNOT DELIVER THE PAYLOAD - SET FLAG AND ABORT SEPIM 83
SEPIM 84
NEXIT = . SEPIM 85
- T-- SEPTM-8
C SEPIM 87
..... ~-C--- ........ . TIS. LT r_ YIFLNL FO._SE~ ESPAVLiLALE SEL_. __
0 IN SYNC EQ. ORBIT SEPIM 89
C SEPIM 90
20 A = KSEP SEPIM 91
... __.. PL.TS 9 LSEA*SE_ K*MSSE -IM ___. 2
4PLA = MPLA SEPIM 93
C SEPIM 94
C DETERMINE THE TUG CAPAJILITY SEPIM 95
...... --.C --- __ _-- 9-6_
CALL FUGCP (WPLAWPLB,MRTUGDVTJG I SEPIM 97
IF ( OVTUG .LT. TUGOV(13) I GO TO 30 SEPIM 98
C SEPIM 99
N_ - T___ _U__ Al AN n t l VER AND RETRIEF _FPTMVIE
C 'PAYLOAOS TO SYNC EQ ORBIT SEPIM101
SEPIMI02
TU = 0.0 SEPIMIO 3
TO = __ SFPT r4 0 __
HCO=19323................ SEPIM105
ICOS= O. . .SEPIMO 6
IF (NSERV.GT.O) CALL FAZS SEPIM107
MFYTT = 6 " . ... FPTtn _
RETURN SEPIMi09
C SEPIMI10
C TUG ALONE CAN NOT 00 IT- CHECK IF ALL OK SEPIM11i
C S FPTMI __
30 NEXIT = 7 SEPIMI13
IF ( DVTUG .LT. TUGOV(1) ) RETURA SEPIMIi4
C Q( ou .SEPIii5
_ TTS OK - G_-O1T.Nt ~pTMi. 6
C DETERMINE CHANSEOVER ORBIT SEPIMii7
C SEPIMit8
CALL INTOR3 (DVTUG,HGCO,ICOS ) SEPIM1i9
L L REPOV fIHC,.TrOS.,nVSFP.MPSFPI RFPTM i
CALL PLUPD (MPLB,MRSEP,TD ) SEPIM121I
C SEPI T22
C SET UP AND CHE3K CONSTRAINTS SEPIMi23
r " • "_ _ _ - iFPTN4 ?4
NEXIT = 8 SEPIMI25
IF ( MPT .LT. 0.0 ) RETURN SEPIMi26
IF ( KSEP . Q. 0 ) GO TO 40 SEPIM127
-. ..----C .. SFPT1----------8
C SEPS RETRIEVED ALONG WITH PAYLOAD SEPIt129
C .SEPIMi30
TU = 0.0 SEPIMi31
ET.. ___ __-TSFPT M 3
RETURN SEPIMi33
C SEPIMI34
C CONTINUE PROCE3S SEPIMI35P R1TIT
1*.0 CALL PLJP) (MPLAPMRSEPTU) SEPIM137
___ ~ ~ - TF (N'-,RV f.CT. 01 CALLI FA7L_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _- _
MERIT =9 SEPIM139





SIV3RUTfl4E TUGCP (WPLA*WPlLB~vRTUG,,DVTUG TLJGCP 2
c TuGCp 3
C UGP GALLS WHE APPROPRITATE TUG .EQUATIQ$ r TGP 4
r._ I AT 09IFSFET - flNL a PTJlN TIS S lfg[F ________-___
C STAGE CRYOGENIC TUG. I TUGCP 6
CTUGCP 7
CALL CRYOL (WPLAvWPLB,MRTUG,OVTJG) TUGCP 8
RFPTIJRN T tICC P q
ENO "TU-GCP
SUBROUTIME CRY01 (WPLA,W#PL8,t1RThG#9WTUG)2
c________ %aRyfl- FTmnS TilE nvITA Vl tn&paR~iTTy fF A Rftf
c SINGLE STAGE TUG WITH PAYLOADS WPLA AND WPLB. CRYO. 5
C CRYOi 6
C CRYO. 7
___ i'ES'3 T r A9 CRY01 9
XFrAS(2) GR i
WP=WPA(I.) CRYOi. £3
IF ((WS(1)+WPA(I)+WPLA) .GT.WGA) WP=WGA-(WSEi)+WPLA) CRYOL 14
MRTUG=(WP+WS(i)+WPLA)/(WS(t)+WPLA) CRYOl 15
_____________ IF (USE1)-LI-n-;) r-0 TOfl fl GRYQI 16 ___
3 GWt.: Sl~W AWL RY0I 17
C3-P*Pt.+ (-a1SQ ) CRYOL £8
OVTUG =G*EISP(1)*ALMR/(TR+l*) CRYOl 22
RETURN CRYOl 23
_F~ _ ________ CRYL k_
SUBROUTINE PLUPO (MPLUK4RS!EPpT: ) PLUPD Z:
G PLUPO 3
c PLUP -CARRIES -SEPS PAYLOAD UP Pt UPO. 4
___ ~~ iPLUPDhS__
COMMON/SEPVEH/SEPS,Ms,ZE,PSTSPSE-PK,SRTSEP PLUPD 6
COMMON/OUTP/ TOTUtHCOICOSptIPTTLEFTMOTNTUGS PLUPD 7
REAL MS,MPTqt4DTvMPLUqMRSEPqMPT1. PLiwO 8
Me TI I ELtI21 + M -S + MPLU )I MR F P) -(MS+MPLUJ) PLUP9 __------
T (PT - PTI / (8640.0 ' NOT) PLUPO 10
.L.. = F - -- - PLUP_ ilD -..--.
MPT HPTI PLUPD 12
RETURN PLUPD 13
END PLUPO It
SURROnt ITT NF PIv. , n v 14 (CTC SF , MRSFPA SFPV -
C SEPDV 3
C SEPOV - CALCULATES T4E REQUIRED SEP DELTA VELOCITY SEPDV 4
C NEEDED FOR SYNC EQ. AND THE CORRESPONDING SEPOV 5
SC MASS RATL- ---- SEPVLY
C SEPDV 7
C. ..INPUT SEPOV a
C HCO ORBIT ALTITUDE SEPQV 9
__ __ 
TCO. TNl TNATTON RFPrIV 1 0
C SEPDV 11
C OUTPUT SEPDV 12
C OVSEP THE SEP DELTA V SEPDV 13
__MR.SEP THE 44A SS RAT.O 10FPnV 14
C SEPOV 15
CO*ION/S EPVEH/SEPS,MSE,P, SISP,SEPK,SR. TSEP S...EPDV
COM O: TSC/G S EPDVY
.Q.AI TcaoillU SFPIv 1A
REAL MRSEP SEPDV 19
DATA HS MU,REDTR/i9323, 1.40765388EI6,3443.9308,57.295779513/ SEPOV 20
DATA FTPNM/6076.1155/,PIO2/1.570796326794/ SEPDV 21
R_ 
__r = I(Hwn+C0+F)FTPNH SFPnV ?2
RS (HS +RE)*FTPNM. 1  SEPDV 23
VCO SQRTt4U/RlO) SEPDV 24
VS SQRT(*4U/RS) SEPOV 25
DVSEP = SQRT(VCO **2+VS**2-(VS+VSVCO'CICO) SEPOV 27
MRSEP = EXP(OVSEP/(G*SISP)) SEPDV 28
RETURN SEPDV 29
FN SFPnv 3n
SUBROUTINE INTORB (DVTUG,HCO,ICOS ) 1 I MTORB 2
INTORB 3
C INTORB - AN INTERPOLATION SCHEME TO DETERMINE Ii4TORB 4C THF nPTT Mi1H NtANGFIVER nRRTT ALTTTTUIF TNTORR s
AND INCLINATION, INTORB 6
INTORB 7
C INPUT INTORB 8
_____ 
-VTIIG - Ti FLTAV _TNaRB______
C INTORB1O
C OUTPUT INTOR81IHCO ALTITUDE OF CHANtEOVER ORBIT INTORBI2




...... 0..-A ISC,2 a -20-A ' IC_... I NTOI RB
DATA TUGDV/ 10295.74,10600.0,1i900.,11200.0,1i1500., INTORBI8
S_1_8n n- _ __ 0on, 0 1l 1 np,. '04 .,17n7 0 n.0 .1n n I__rB TMT .9 __
X 13300.0,13600:0, 3835.17 7* 0.0/ INTORB20
DATA ALT I 8000 ,0.8000.0,8000.08000.0,8000.0,8500.0, INTORB21
x ........ 95 00 . .0500Q. ,i50., 130.0,14500.0, I NTORB2 2
-170f.00* a l". pf 7__ ___ T NT OR? 3
DATA INC / 28.5,19.6,15.8,12.8,10.14,6.86,8.52,7.67, INTORB24
X 6.4,5.5, 3.87, 2.45, 8* 0.0 / INTOR825
C INTORB26
........ ____ FINO THF RANGF .OF DFITA V T NTORR?7
C. :INTOR828
DO 20 NPI = 2,12 INTORB29
IF (0DVTUG.L.LEl .TUGOV NPi)GO TO 30. INTORB30
2El CONTINUE .:. : NTnRR
CI NTORB32
C FOUND THE -RANGE COMPUTE THE ALT ANO-IN-C. INTORB33
C INTORS34
30 NPQ = NPI- 1 35NTOPR3
.FRAC -DYTUG -TUGVNPO )I .i (TUGV INPI) - TUGVNPO ) I..NT836
H ATINPO ) FRAC* (ALT(Pti) - AL PO .1, "3 7IOR37
IOS I NPO + FRAC* (INC ) INGI4PO IN B38
PFTIR WOO'SJ
END INTORB40
S LBROUTINE CON(I,K) CON 2
K =0 CON 3
" -TF(T.FQ.1H RFTIURN CON 4Ki100 Coff 5
IF I .EQ.4H K 0 :: :: : .::::::ON 6
IF(I.EQ.4H ) K=1 :O 7 
TFI T. FQl.4 IP KON 8
IF(I.EQ.4H 3) K=3 CON 9
IF(I.EQ.4H 4) K=4 CON 10
IF(I.EQ.4H 5) K=5 CON 11
T F T.F Q. g .H 61 K=6 CON 12
IF(AI.EQ.4kH 7) K7 CON 13
IFtl. EQ.4H 8) K=8 CON 14
IF(I:.EQ, H.. 9) K=9 CON 15
:TFIT.F .F;H: ifl) KjI n:: :_ ... C:ON 16 O I
IF(I.EQ.4H ii) K=11 CON 17
IF(I.EQ.4H 12) K=12 CON t8
IF(I.EQ.4H 13) K=13 CON 19
S___TFIT. EQ4H 14) K=14 N 0
F(I. EQ.* H 15) K=15 CON 21
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